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Abstract: In this paper, we generalize Jordan-Lee-Preskill, an algorithm for simulat-

ing flat-space quantum field theories, to 3+1 dimensional inflationary spacetime. The

generalized algorithm contains the encoding treatment, the initial state preparation,

the inflation process, and the quantum measurement of cosmological observables at late

time. The algorithm is helpful for obtaining predictions of cosmic non-Gaussianities,

serving as useful benchmark problems for quantum devices, and checking assumptions

made about interacting vacuum in the inflationary perturbation theory.

Components of our work also include a detailed discussion about the lattice regu-

larization of the cosmic perturbation theory, a detailed discussion about the in-in for-

malism, a discussion about encoding using the HKLL-type formula that might apply

for both dS and AdS spacetimes, a discussion about bounding curvature perturba-

tions, a description of the three-party Trotter simulation algorithm for time-dependent

Hamiltonians, a ground state projection algorithm for simulating gapless theories, a

discussion about the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis, and a discussion about

simulating cosmic reheating in quantum devices.ar
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1 Introduction

Cosmic inflation is probably the most famous paradigm describing the physics of the

very early universe immediately after the big bang. Based on solid predictions from gen-

eral relativity and quantum field theory in the curved spacetime, the theory of cosmic

inflation successfully describes a homogenous and isotropic universe measured by the

Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) and Large Scale Structure (LSS). In the stan-

dard theory of inflation, the exponential expansion of the universe is driven classically

by a massless scalar field, so-called inflaton, leading to a map of thermal CMB photons,

while cosmic perturbations above classical trajectories of the inflaton are predicted by

a usually weakly-coupled quantum field theory in the nearly de Sitter spacetime (see

references about cosmic inflation [1–22]). Moreover, the complete description of the

history of the universe after inflation, include reheating [23–28], electroweak phase

transition and baryogenesis [29–32], etc., might be related to the consequences of infla-

tion. A similar exponential growth paradigm is also happening in the late histories of

the universe: the dark energy [33–35].

From its born, the theory of cosmic inflation with its corresponding cosmic pertur-

bation has obtained great achievement in predicting cosmological observations. How-

ever, there are still a large number of open problems remaining for our generations,

making it yet an active research direction both in theory and in observations. Until

now, inflation is not fully confirmed by observations (for instance, lacking a relatively

large tensor-to-scalar ratio makes it relatively hard to get distinguished from other the-

ories). Even if the theory is correct, we still don’t know what the precise dynamics

of inflaton and other possible particles in the very early universe is. A more accurate,

quantitative picture after inflation is not fully understood. Theoretical discussions

about a full quantum gravitational description of de Sitter space are still working in

progress, with the help of technologies from string theory, holography and AdS/CFT

[36–44]. A full resolution of a possible cosmic singularity and a comprehensive analysis

of de Sitter quantum gravity might rely on more precise, hardcore progress about string

theory and Planckian physics, which are still in active development [45].

On the other hand, the rapid development of quantum information science provides

a lot of opportunities for the next generation of possible computing technologies, and

many of them also belong to fundamental physicists. At present and also in the near

future, we have the capability to control 50-100 qubits and use them to perform oper-

ations, but the noise of quantum systems limits the scale of quantum circuits [46, 47].

In the long run, we hope to be able to manufacture universal, fault-tolerant quan-

tum computing devices that can perform precise calculations on specific problems and

achieve quantum speedup. As high-energy physicists, we hope that future quantum
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computing devices can be used in the research of high-energy physics. Therefore, de-

signing and optimizing quantum algorithms for a given high-energy physical process has

gradually become a hot research field [48–52]. At the same time, designing quantum

algorithms for basic physical processes also has far-reaching theoretical significance.

According to the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis, any physical process oc-

curring in the real world can be simulated by a quantum Turing machine. Therefore,

studying quantum algorithms for simulating physical processes can help support or

disprove the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis. In practice, designing and run-

ning quantum algorithms from fundamental physics could also help us benchmark our

near-term quantum devices.

In this paper, we initialize the study on extending the Jordan-Lee-Preskill algorithm

for particle scattering [48, 49] towards inflationary spacetime. The Jordan-Lee-Preskill

algorithm is a basic paradigm for simulating quantum field theory processes in a univer-

sal quantum computer. The algorithm constitutes encoding, initial state preparation,

time evolution, and measurement. The algorithm is designed to run in the polynomial

time, scaling with system size, consistent with the quantum-extended Church-Turing

Thesis. Here in this work, we discuss the extension of the algorithm from particle scat-

tering and evaluation of scattering matrix in the flat-space quantum field theory, to

the computation of correlation functions of scalar fields in the inflationary background,

connecting with the observables of CMB and LSS we discuss in cosmology.

In modern cosmology, the cosmic perturbation theory is constructed by a massless,

weakly-coupled quantum field theory living in a nearly de-Sitter spacetime, written in

the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker (FRW) metric. The free theory describes a Gaus-

sian perturbation above the thermal spectrum of the CMB map, while the small non-

Gaussian corrections are encoding the information, for instance, about gravitational

nonlinearities and other fundamental fields appearing during inflation, which could in

principle be detected by future experiments. Cosmic perturbation theory treated those

perturbations in the standard quantum field theory language. Although in this paper,

we only discuss scalar and curvature perturbations, other modes (vector and tensor)

modes have also been studied significantly, and some of them are closely related to

primordial gravitational waves.

So, why do we simulate a weakly-coupled field theory of the inflationary cosmology?

In the standard description, the weakly-coupled nature is motivated by observations:

we didn’t observe large non-Gaussianity of the CMB map. Since correlation functions

could be computed by Feynman diagrams in the weakly-coupled quantum field theory,

at least at tree level, we should already know the answer. However, we point out the

following reasons, showing that it is, in fact, important to simulate such theories.
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• This work could serve as a starting point for understanding the Jordan-Lee-

Preskill algorithm in the curved spacetime. Simulating quantum field theories

in the curved space is an interesting topic, closely related to many open prob-

lems about quantum gravity. However, instead of considering general spacetime,

we could treat de Sitter space with fruitful symmetric structures as a warmup

example.

• When computing correlation functions, we are using the in-in formalism in the

cosmic perturbation theory. The formalism is useful to determine correlation

functions reliably under certain physical assumptions, while further implications

of the formalism and systematic understandings of cosmic non-Gaussianities,

closely related to the nature of the interacting vacuum of quantum field theo-

ries in de Sitter space, is still under active research. We believe that our quantum

simulation algorithm will have theoretical significance: it will help us validate

the assumptions we made about the in-in formalism, and explore, estimate, and

bound rigorous errors away from assumptions. (More details about this will be

given in Section 3.)

• Strongly-coupled quantum field theory in the curved spacetime is an interesting

topic to study and simulate by itself, despite the lack of phenomenological con-

sequences. For instance, we might be interested if we have different phases and

phase transitions in those theories.

• It also might be interesting to study loop diagrams beyond the tree level dia-

grams in the weakly-coupled theories. Thus, quantum simulation of those theories

could justify and enrich our understandings about cosmic perturbation theories

at higher loops [53–56].

• This work might be regarded as a starting point for studying quantum simulation

of quantum field theories in the FRW spacetime, which is interesting for other

cosmic phases. For instance, cosmic (p)reheating and cosmic phase transitions in

the early universe might be described by strongly-coupled quantum field theories,

which require the computational capability of quantum machines. Thus, this work

could provide experiences, insights and intuitions for future studies of quantum

simulation of other cosmic phases and phase transitions in those theories (in

Appendix B, we discuss a potential simulation problem about cosmic reheating.).

• Explicit construction of the quantum algorithm simulating inflationary dynamics

could support the statement of the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis. It

is of great interest to study how the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis
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is compatible with general relativity since the definition of complexity requires a

definition of time coordinates. Thus, our work about inflationary spacetime could

provide such an example.

• We could also take the advantage that we already know some aspects of infla-

tionary perturbation theory. In fact, if we could really run the algorithm and

simulate the dynamics in the quantum device, we could check the answer from

some of our theoretical expectations. Thus, quantum simulation of such theories

will be helpful for us to benchmark our quantum devices.

• Explicit construction of such algorithms could also benefit our future study about

the nature of quantum gravity. For instance, measuring some similar correla-

tion functions in AdS could be interpreted as holographic scattering experiments,

which might be reduced to flat-space scattering amplitudes in the limit of the

large AdS radius. Such experiments are important for understanding the nature

of holographic theories, conformal bootstrap, and the consistency requirements

of holographic CFTs [57–64].

• It is fun.

In this paper, we will construct a full quantum simulation algorithm for measuring

correlation functions of the following form

〈Ωin (t0) |OH(t)|Ωin (t0)〉 , (1.1)

in an interacting scalar quantum field theory living in the four-dimensional inflationary

spacetime. The state |Ωin(t0)〉 is the vacuum state of the full interacting theory, and

OH(t) is the Heisenberg operator made by multiple scalar fields. In this theory, the

Hamiltonian is time-dependent, so we denote t0 as the time when inflation starts, while

t as the time when inflation ends. The meaning of this correlation function will be

precisely given in the later discussion in Section 3, and in fact, most experimental

observables are given by the above field theory constructions.

The algorithm contains (adiabatic) initial state preparations, time evolution/particle

scattering process, and measurement, and is argued to be polynomial, analogous to the

Jordan-Lee-Preskill experiment. Moreover, since the theory and the simulation tar-

gets are very different from flat-space quantum field theories, it is necessary to include

new ingredients appearing in the theory, modifying the Jordan-Lee-Preskill experiment.

Here, as an outline of this paper, we will summarize the following most crucial points.

• Inflation in a lattice. We systematically construct the lattice quantum field theory

of curvature perturbation, both for the free theory and the interacting theory in
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the Heisenberg picture. Furthermore, we compute the Bogoliubov transformation

to diagonalize the Hamiltonian and determine the gap of the free system both

for the continuum and the lattice field theories. The estimate of the mass gap is

necessary for us to perform the adiabatic state preparation.

• Adiabatic state preparation to find the interacting vacuum. In our algorithm,

similar to Jordan-Lee-Preskill, the time evolution is used twice. We firstly use

the adiabatic state preparation to find the interacting vacuum at the initial time

t0, and then we use the time-dependent Trotter simulation to simulate the time

evolution in the Heisenberg picture. The treatment will help us determine the

nature of the interacting vacuum in the curved spacetime.

• Encoding from the causal structure. When we are simulating the Heisenberg evo-

lution operator, we fix the computational basis to be the field basis at the initial

time t0. Then during the time evolution, we wish to encode our Hamiltonian

for a general time t. We define the basis we use in the Heisenberg Hamiltonian

for a general time t by the free theory at t0. Thus, we need to express the field

operator at t as a linear combination of field operators at t0. The integration

kernel is related to the Green’s identity in the operator context. When we are

using the conformal time, the past light cone is the same as the flat space, which

is supporting the integration kernel, since the spacetime is conformally flat. This

could be regarded as a toy version of the Hamilton-Kabat-Lifschytz-Lowe (HKLL)

formula in AdS/CFT [65, 66].

• Encoding bounds from the effective field theory (EFT) scale. In this paper, we

choose the field basis to do our quantum simulation. In the original algorithm

[48, 49], the number of qubits we need to encode in this basis, is bounded by the

scattering energy of the scattering experiments. However, in this paper, we do

not naively have a quantity like scattering energy in the flat space. Instead, we

use bounds of field (field momentum) fluctuations from an EFT scale, Λ, which

sets the energy scale of cosmic inflation, combining with some other physics in

cosmology. The setup of the value Λ is from the inflationary physics we study.

• Exponential expansion and the Trotter errors. When applying the product for-

mula (Lie-Trotter-Suzuki formula) to the inflationary Hamiltonian discretized in

a lattice, we notice that there is a dependence of Trotter errors from the scale

factor, which increases exponentially measured in the physical time. In the con-

formal time, the error grows polynomially. The total time of inflation or the
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e-folding number could set limits on the accuracy of our computation and num-

ber of quantum gates.

This paper is organized as the following. In Section 2, we discuss some inflationary

quantum field theories and their lattice versions. In Section 3, we discuss the in-in

formalism, the basic method for computing correlation functions in the inflationary

perturbation theory. In Section 4, we discuss the details of our algorithm, including

encoding, state preparation, time evolution, measurement, and error estimates. In

Section 5, we make some final remarks about quantum simulation of cosmic inflation,

and more generic perspectives about quantum information theory, quantum gravity,

and cosmology related to observations. In the appendices, we make some further com-

ments about computation and quantum gravity A, and some comments about quantum

simulation of cosmic reheating B.
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2 The theory of inflationary perturbations

In this section, we will review some basics about the theory we will simulate: a simple

real massless scalar field moving in the (approximate) de Sitter background written

in the FRW coordinate. We will describe the free theory, the lattice version, and

interactions. In this section, some of the materials are standard, while some of them

are new. In order to make this paper, we feel we have to introduce the full setup

and add careful comments about our treatment, and we feel that this material might

be helpful for readers. However, for a more detailed study, see some standard review

articles [11, 13, 17, 19–21].

2.1 The free theory

The inflationary spacetime is given by the following metric

ds2 = a2(τ)
[
−dτ 2 + dx2

]
. (2.1)

Here, x is the coordinate as the three-vector. τ is called the conformal time, where the

metric is written in the conformally flat form. The scale factor a(τ) is given by

a(τ) = − 1

Hτ
, a(t) = a0e

H(t−t0) , (2.2)

where H is the Hubble parameter1, a0 is the initial scale factor with the initial time t0.

The conformal time τ is related to the physical time t by

dt = adτ . (2.3)

At the beginning of inflation, we have τ0 ∼ −∞, while at the end, we have τend ∼ 0−.

Thus, at the beginning of the inflation, which corresponds to the big bang, we have

a(τ0) ∼ 0. In the end, we have a scale factor, which is very large. We often use the

e-folding number

N = log
aend

a0

, (2.4)

to measure the time of inflation.

Now, we consider a massless scalar field σ moving in this background, with the

action

S =

∫
d3xdt

(
a3

2
σ̇2 − a

2
(∂iσ)2

)
=

∫
d3xdτ

a2

2

(
σ′2 − (∂iσ)2) , (2.5)

1We abuse the notation here, where H is the Hubble constant, not the Hamiltonian.
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where ∂i denotes the spatial derivative. Furthermore, we define A′ = ∂τA and Ȧ = ∂tA

for variable A. Since it is in the free theory, it could be exactly solved. The solution of

the field operator in the Heisenberg picture reads

σ(τ,x) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

(
ukak + u∗ka

†
−k

)
eik·x . (2.6)

Here, a and a† are creation and annihilation operators

[ak, ak′ ] = 0,
[
ak, a

†
k′

]
= (2π)3δ3 (k− k′) , (2.7)

u satisfies the classical equation of motion and k ≡ |k|2. The definition of the mode

function u, and the definition of the vacuum, have some ambiguities due to the nature

of the curved spacetime. A canonical choice is so-called the Bunch-Davies vacuum [67],

uk(τ) =
H√
2k3

(1 + ikτ)e−ikτ . (2.8)

In the curved spacetime, the quantization defined by the creation and annihilation

operators are analogous to the flat-space answer: the mode k is created from the

creation operator a†k.

How is this related to the cosmic perturbation theory? In fact, the free field σ here

we are considering could be understood as the fluctuation of the inflaton field δφ(t,x),

where

φ(t,x) = φ̄(t) + δφ(t,x) . (2.9)

Here, φ̄(t) is the homogenous and isotropic classical background that is not related to

the coordinate, and δφ is understood as a quantum fluctuation (an operator) following

the rules of quantum field theories. A similar treatment is done for computing thermal

radiations of the black hole, where we are also expanding fluctuations around classical

curved geometries.

In principle, cosmic perturbation theory requires a full consideration by expanding

the metric, together with the inflationary field as well. Then, from the full expansion,

one could decompose perturbations into different components based on the spin. In

geometry, the curvature perturbation will come together with the inflaton, and there

are ambiguities made by redefinitions of coordinates and fields. The redundancy could

2We apologize that we abuse the notation such that
∫
d3k means the integration over the three-

vector k. Similar definition works for x and x. We will also use ki to denote the i-th component

ki = k · ri, where ri is the i-th unit vector.
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be fixed by the gauge choice. A standard and convenient choice is to replace the role of

δφ by another variable ζ, which represents the curvature perturbation, and this gauge

is called the ζ-gauge. Under the ζ-gauge, we could write down the second-order action3

S = ε

∫
dtd3x

[
a3ζ̇2 − a(∂iζ)2

]
, (2.10)

where ε is so-called the slow-roll parameter

ε ≡ − Ḣ

H2
≈ εV =

1

2

(
∂φ̄V

V

)2

≈

√
˙̄φ
2

2H2
, (2.11)

and V = V (φ̄) is the inflationary potential4.

More general single field inflationary models have the following second-order action

in the ζ-gauge,

S = ε

∫
dtd3x

[
a3 1

c2
s

ζ̇2 − a(∂iζ)2

]
, (2.12)

where cs is called the sound speed [14]5. In this case, the mode expansion reads

ζ(τ,x) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

(
vkak + v∗ka

†
−k

)
eik·x , (2.15)

where

vk =
H√

4εcsk3
(1 + ikcsτ) e−ikcsτ . (2.16)

This action is exactly the free theory piece of the whole action we wish to simulate as

the simplest example.

3We use the unit such that we set the Planck mass Mpl = 1.
4Roughly speaking, one could interpret ζ as ζ = −Hδφ/ ˙̄φ.
5Defining the Lagrangian density

L ⊃
√
−gP (φ,X) , (2.13)

for the whole inflaton field before perturbation, where X ≡ −(∂µφ∂
µφ)/2, we could define the sound

speed by

c2s =
P,X

P,X + 2XP,XX
. (2.14)
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2.2 The lattice free theory

Now, motivated by the goal of quantum simulation, we define our theory in the lattice.

The lattice version in this paper means that we are discretizing the spatial direction,

replacing

Ω3 = bZ3
L̂
, (2.17)

where b is the lattice spacing, L is the total length of a single direction, and

L̂ =
L

b
. (2.18)

The total number of sites is then given by

V = L̂3 . (2.19)

The notation Z3
L̂

denotes the three-dimensional integer periodic lattice with the peri-

odicity L̂ in each direction. One could define a lattice version of the scalar quantum

field theory based on the action of the curvature perturbation. From the Lagrangian

density in the continuum,

Lτ = εa2

(
1

c2
s

ζ ′2 − (∂iζ)2

)
, (2.20)

we could write down a discrete version of the Lagrangian

Lτ = εa2b3
∑
x∈Ω3

[
1

c2
s

ζ ′(x)2 − (∇iζ(x))2

]
, (2.21)

where

∇iζ(x) ≡ ζ (x + bri)− ζ(x)

b
ri , (2.22)

is defined as the discrete version of the spatial derivative, and ri is the unit vector along

the spatial direction i. Note that the definition of the Lagrangian depends on the time

coordinate, and here we are using the conformal time τ .

Now we could perform the Legendre transform to define the Hamiltonian. The

field momentum is

πζ =
∂L
∂ζ ′

=
2a2ε

c2
s

ζ ′ . (2.23)
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Thus, the Hamiltonian density in the continuum is

Hτ = πζζ
′ − Lτ =

c2
s

4a2ε
π2
ζ + εa2(∂iζ)2 . (2.24)

Thus, the lattice version is

Hτ = b3
∑
x∈Ω3

[
c2
s

4a2ε
π2
ζ (x) + εa2(∇iζ(x))2

]
. (2.25)

Now we could write down the rule of canonical quantization

[ζ(τ,x), πζ(τ,y)] = ib−3δx,y ,

[ζ(τ,x), ζ(τ,y)] = [πζ(τ,x), πζ(τ,y)] = 0 . (2.26)

Now we make some brief comments on the applicability of the above theory. In our

theory, we choose the ultraviolet cutoff Λ = 1/b, corresponds to the spatial lattice

spacing b. In cosmic inflation, we usually demand,

H <
√
HMplε =

√
Hε ∼

√
˙̄φ .

1

b
= Λ�Mpl = 1 . (2.27)

The right-hand side is concerning that we are avoiding Planckian physics, and we set

the Planck constant to be 1 in our units.

Now, we extend our mode expansions to the lattice version,

ζ(τ,x) =
∑
k∈Γ3

1

L3

(
v(k)ak + v∗(k)a†−k

)
eik·x , (2.28)

where Γ3 is the dual lattice

Γ3 =
2π

L
Z3
L̂
, (2.29)

and

[ap, aq] = 0 ,
[
ap, a

†
q

]
= L3δp,q . (2.30)

Note that in the formula, we assume that v(−k) = v(k) to make sure we have a real

field. v(k) should satisfy the equation of motion for the corresponding classical discrete

field theory. We find

v(k) =
H

2
√
εcsω(k)3

(1 + iω(k)csτ) e−iω(k)csτ ,

ω(k) =
2

b

(
3∑
i=1

sin2

(
bki
2

)) 1
2

. (2.31)

When we compare this result with the continuous mode function, it is easy to realize

the following properties of the solution.
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• We indeed have v(−k) = v(k).

• The form of the solution is intuitively understandable. The form of the dispersion

relation is already presented in the case of flat space in the lattice theory [48, 49].

Since the metric is conformally flat, the dispersion relation should stay the same

in our coordinate. Using the dispersion relation ω(k) in the equation of motion

for the Fourier space, we will obtain v(k).

• In the limit where τ → −∞, the mode function has reduced to the flat space

lattice solution with the sound speed

v(k) =
iHτ
√
cs

2
√
εω(k)

e−iω(k)csτ ⇒
∣∣∣√2εav(k)

∣∣∣ =

√
cs√

2ω(k)
e−iω(k)csτ . (2.32)

Note that
∣∣√2εav(k)

∣∣ the honest scalar field defined consistently for the flat space
6. This is indeed the mode function of the “phonons” in the 3+1 dimensions.

Thus, we indeed define a lattice version of the Bunch-Davies vacuum.

• We could also look at the continuum limit b → 0, where the solution is reduced

to the continuum answer

v(k)⇒ vk =
H√

4εcsk3
(1 + ikcsτ) e−ikcsτ . (2.33)

Note that the existence of the cubic lattice breaks the rotational symmetry, then

in the lattice, v(k) is not only a function of k. We could also compute the next

leading short distance corrections of the dispersion relation,

ω(k) = k − b2

∑
i

k4
i

24k
+O(b4) , (2.34)

which will sequentially modify, for instance, the two-point function and the power

spectrum. This is, in fact, the lattice effect of the Lorentz symmetry breaking in

cosmic inflation. The lattice effect of quantum gravity is studied in a completely

different context. They are assuming the lattice theory should be some ultraviolet

completions of general relativity and ask for phenomenological consequences on

bounding the lattice spacing b, for instance, the observational bound on the power

spectrum of CMB [68]. But now we are completely under a different situation: we

are using the lattice theory to simulate the quantum field theory in the continuum.

6The coefficient
√

2ε comes from the relation between the curvature perturbation and the scalar

field perturbation.
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2.3 The gap

When we are talking about the flat space, we know that the massless scalar field

theory is gapless if we don’t consider the infrared cutoff when defining the continuum

field theory. In the lattice version, the gap will scale as 1/L, which is also the infrared

cutoff of the theory. Similarly, a massless field in our inflationary FRW metric is also

gapless. Although the Hamiltonian is time-dependent, the Bogoliubov transformation

will make the diagonal mode of the Hamiltonian to be still gapless in the whole time

during inflation.

A direct way to verify the statement is through a direct computation of the Bogoli-

ubov transformation. To start, we take the free continuum Hamiltonian expressed in ζ

fields and field momenta measured in the τ coordinates. Replacing the fields and field

momenta by their solutions, we obtain the Hamiltonian evaluated in the Heisenberg

picture,

Hτ =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

(
Ak
(

2a†kak + (2π)3δ3(0)
)

+
(
Bka†−ka

†
k + H.c.

))
, (2.35)

where H.c. means the Hermitian conjugate, and

Ak =
1 + 2c2

sτ
2k2

4csτ 2k
,

Bk =
1− 2icsτk

4csτ 2k
e2icsτk . (2.36)

The existence of the off-diagonal term appearing in the Hamiltonian reveals the time-

dependent nature of the Hamiltonian. To diagonalize the Hamiltonian, we make the

following Bogoliubov transformation

a†k = αkb
†
k + βkb−k ,

ak = α∗kbk + β∗kb
†
−k . (2.37)

Note that now we keep a†k and ak to be static. The coefficient α, β, and the new

operators b†k and bk, are allowed to be time-dependent. We wish to ensure that b†k and

bk are still canonical

[bk(τ), bk′(τ)] = 0,
[
bk(τ), b†k′(τ)

]
= (2π)3δ3 (k− k′) . (2.38)
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Furthermore, we wish to cancel the off-diagonal terms. We find that we need to demand

|αk|2 =
1

2

1 +
Ak√

|Ak|2 − |Bk|2

 ,

βk =

√
|Ak|2 − |Bk|2 −Ak

Bk
α∗k . (2.39)

Now the Hamiltonian looks like

Hτ =

∫
d3k

(2π)3 (csk)

(
b†kbk + (2π)3 1

2
δ3(0)

)
. (2.40)

Ignoring the time-dependence of bk, it seems that the Hamiltonian is formally the same

as the flat space. This is because the nature of the above Bogoliubov transformation

is to keep re-defining the vacuum state during time evolution evaluated under the

definition of bk, to make sure the form of the Hamiltonian is the same as the original

time τ0.

The lattice calculation is very similar to the continuum version, since we only need

to replace the continuous momenta to the discrete ones. The Hamiltonian is written

after the Bogoliubov transformation as

Hτ =
∑
k∈Γ3

1

L3
(csω(k))

(
b†kbk +

1

2
L3

)
. (2.41)

From now, we call the particle created by b† as the “diagonal mode” (normal mode), to

distinguish from the particle defined by a†, the ζ-particle (the curvature perturbation).

The above calculation in the continuum explicitly shows that the Hamiltonian does

not have the mass gap at each time slice. Furthermore, from the energy, we cannot

distinguish the vacuum and the diagonal modes carrying zero momenta. In the lattice

calculation, the gap scales as 1/L since our momenta are from the discrete set Γ3.

Those two facts are consistent when we wish to assign an infrared cutoff 1/L to the

field theory.

We wish to make the following further comments.

• Similar calculations about the above Bogoliubov transformation are done in the

circumstance of particle production in inflation, and “cosmic decoherence” by

showing similar Bogoliubov transformations, similar to the Unruh effect and black

hole information problem, could lead to fruitful particle production. Particles

produced by transformations of the vacua are closely related to decoherence where
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the reduced density matrix becomes nearly diagonal, and quantum perturbations

in inflation could become approximately “classical” when exiting the horizon. See

some references [23, 69–74].

• We are performing the calculation in the conformal time τ . The story might be

different when we mix time and space and define some other time coordinates.

In fact, the definition of the mass gap, which is related to energy, is naturally

associated with the definition of time. In general, one might consider defining

some versions of the ADM mass, although it might face some technical troubles

when we are considering the de Sitter boundary condition. This question might

be interesting for quantum simulation since the value of the gap is naturally as-

sociated with the efficiency of the adiabatic state preparation process for finding

the vacuum. This shows further problems about the compatibility between quan-

tum algorithms using quantum mechanics (requiring a definition of time) and

relativity (admitting ambiguities of defining time and space), and the nature of

quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis in the curved spacetime. It might also

be interesting to consider different definitions of the gap in AdS. We leave those

discussions for future research.

2.4 Interactions

Now we wish to introduce interactions beyond the second-order action. Currently, in the

standard theory of inflation, we only assume a scalar field φ, but the nature of this field

is not very clear. Furthermore, it might be possible that there are some other particles

interacting with inflaton, for instance, the standard model particles. Furthermore,

there might be contributions from higher-order cosmic perturbation theory, gravity non-

linearities, inflaton self-interaction, and so on. Those contributions will, in principle,

give contributions beyond the free theory, and one could those contributions order by

order in the perturbation theory framework.

In this paper, we could imagine that we are simulating the following specific model,

although most discussions in this paper could be easily generalized to much more generic

scenarios. We will consider the general single-field inflation framework, and we expand

the action towards the third order [14]. We obtain

Sint =

∫
dtd3xa3

{
−2

λ

H3
ζ̇3 +

Σ

a2H3

(
1− c2

s

)
ζ̇(∂iζ)2

}
, (2.42)
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where λ and Σ are model parameters7. This interaction gives a general form of cu-

bic interaction, which will generate non-trivial three-point functions, namely, non-

Gaussianities.

As we discussed in the introduction, the standard inflation theory is expected to

be weakly-coupled. Namely, all interactions we include here should have small coupling

constants, admitting perturbative expansions. In terms of quantum simulation, during

the adiabatic procedure we will discuss later, we could extend the calculation towards

the strongly-coupled regime. Thus, we do not really need to expand the action if we

really wish to simulate the theory of general single-field inflation: we could even study

the original action without perturbative expansion in principle. However, here we

are describing an example where we indeed do an expansion before encoding towards

quantum devices, with the motivations described in the introduction section of this

paper.

Now we write down the Hamiltonian of the above interaction. We have

Lτ = εa2

(
ζ ′2

c2
s

− (∂iζ)2

)
+ a

(
− 2λ

H3
ζ ′

3
+

Σ

H3

(
1− c2

s

)
ζ ′ (∂iζ)2

)
. (2.44)

Up to the leading order perturbation theory, the Legendre transform gives the following

total Hamiltonian, split as the addition of the free and the interacting pieces (from now,

we ignore the subscript τ if not necessary)

H = H0 +HI ,

H0 =

∫
d3x

(
c2
sπ

2
ζ

4a2ε
+ a2ε (∂iζ)2

)
,

HI =

∫
d3x

(
c6
sλ

4a5H3ε3
π3
ζ +

c2
s (c2

s − 1) Σ

2aH3ε
πζ (∂iζ)2

)
. (2.45)

7In fact, we have

Σ ≡ XP,X + 2X2P,XX =
H2ε

c2s
,

λ ≡ X2P,XX +
2

3
X3P,XXX , (2.43)

where P is defined in the last footnote. Furthermore, the coupling constants in the cubic interaction

are comparable to O(ε2).
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We wish to split the whole Hamiltonian to three pieces

H = H1 +H2 +H3 ,

H1 =

∫
d3x

(
c2
sπ

2
ζ

4a2ε
+

c6
sλ

4a5H3ε3
π3
ζ

)
,

H2 =

∫
d3xa2ε (∂iζ)2 ,

H3 =

∫
d3x

c2
s (c2

s − 1) Σ

2aH3ε
πζ (∂iζ)2 . (2.46)

Here, H1 and H2 stand for the Hamiltonians represented by purely the field quanta

and the field momenta, respectively, and H3 is the mixing term. The lattice version is

given by

H = H1 +H2 +H3 ,

H1 =
∑
x∈Ω3

b3

(
c2
sπ

2
ζ (x)

4a2ε
+

c6
sλ

4a5H3ε3
π3
ζ (x)

)
,

H2 =
∑
x∈Ω3

b3a2ε(∇iζ(x))2 ,

H3 =
∑
x∈Ω3

b3 c
2
s (c2

s − 1) Σ

2aH3ε
πζ(x)(∇iζ(x))2 . (2.47)

The Hamiltonian H here will be the Hamiltonian we wish to implement in the quantum

device. We have the following comments.

• The above splitting H = H1 + H2 + H3 is important when we are doing the

Trotter simulation. In the product formula, the Trotter error is estimated by

chains of commutators, and the commutation relation about the field and the

field momentum will be important to determine those commutators. We will

discuss details about this calculation later.

• We owe some higher-order corrections when we are doing the Legendre transfor-

mation. That is, the Legendre transformation we have done from the Lagrangian

to the Hamiltonian is correct up to the leading order coupling constant. This is be-

cause the non-trivial couplings appear in the Legendre transformation. Although

we have promised that we are able to simulate the theory non-perturbatively, it

should be the Hamiltonian, not the theory defined by the Lagrangian.
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2.5 Further comments

Finally, we make some further comments on some aspects of inflationary perturbation

theory.

• The field theory content and its analog in the lattice, described in this section,

could be generically applicable for other field theories which are relativistic. One

might apply techniques mentioned in this paper to determine problems they are

interested in for non-relativistic quantum field theories.

• Choice of momentum/coordinates. When doing quantum simulation, in this pa-

per, we will use the action as the integral over local fields in the spacetime. We

write local fields as variables of spacetime coordinates. However, cosmological ob-

servables are usually written directly in terms of momenta instead of coordinates.

Thus, an extra Fourier transform will be performed classically after we perform

quantum simulations of correlation functions measured in different space coor-

dinates. The advantage of such treatment is that we still have a local quantum

field theory when we are doing quantum simulation, admit quantum advantage

when we are using the product formula to do digital simulations. Of course, one

could consider directly simulating the quantum field theory with coupling in the

momentum space. However, in this case, we lose our local quantum field theory

description. For instance, in this case, we will have a summation of modes of

the form σkσ−k, which is not local in the space of momenta. Furthermore, the

correlation functions measured in the momentum space will carry a delta function

δ3(
∑

k) due to momentum conservation, which is not easy to deal with numer-

ically. In order to read the prefactor in front of the delta function, we probably

need to make an extra integral over some momenta variables to integrate the

delta function out. This will bring us some extra costs numerically. In any case,

to get the full correlation functions, we always need the information specified by

different momenta. We leave the direct treatment in the momentum space for

future works. For simulating quantum field theories written in the non-local form,

see a review in quantum computational chemistry [75], and recent applications

[76].

• The Bunch-Davies vacuum. Fruitful symmetries in de Sitter space lead to a se-

ries of definitions of vacuum states for quantum field theories living in it, which

are usually called the α-states or the α-vacua. Among those states, the Bunch-

Davies vacuum plays a special role: it is the vacuum state that looks instantly

the Minkovski vacuum, namely, the zero-particle state observed by a free-fall ob-

server. Furthermore, the Bunch-Davies vacuum minimizes the initial energy in
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our time-dependent Hamiltonian. Thus, the Bunch-Davies vacuum becomes a

natural choice when we are doing the cosmic perturbation theory. For cosmo-

logical consequences of non-Bunch-Davies vacua, see [77, 78] for discussions. For

recent discussions about simulation of Bunch-Davies vacuum, see [79]. Explor-

ing non-Bunch-Davies vacua and looking for possible simulation opportunities

in quantum technology are important research directions, and in fact, they are

closely related to some fundamental assumptions in cosmic perturbation theory,

see [78, 80].

• Other coordinate systems. The coordinates we study in this paper are widely used

in cosmology literature, but it is only one possible slicing of the global de Sitter.

With our coordinate system, it is easy to generalize the flat-space tricks since,

in our coordinate, it is manifestly conformally flat. However, one could indeed

consider other coordinates. Other slicings and other patches in the de Sitter

space might mix the notion of space and time in the current definition. There are

similar studies in AdS where people are considering the discretization of the whole

spacetime and study their corresponding lattice quantum field theories (see, for

instance, [81], and some previous related research [82–86]).

• The picture. We are quantizing the field in the Heisenberg picture, and the

Hamiltonian is also written in the Heisenberg picture. In the free theory, the

mode function satisfies the equation of motion. Then the quantum field satisfies

the Heisenberg equation. Note that now the Hamiltonian is completely time-

dependent, so the Hamiltonian in the Heisenberg picture is not the same as the

Hamiltonian in the Schrödinger picture. In our time-dependent quantum field

theory setup, it is more convenient to use the Heisenberg picture, but it is natural

to understand quantum computing in the Schrödinger picture. However, it does

not affect the current purpose we have. At the first step that we propose in

the introduction, we will use the adiabatic state preparation. Since the time is

fixed now at τ0, and we slowly turn on the coupling constant dynamically, the

Hamiltonian and Schrödinger Hamiltonians are the same. In the second step, we

will use the Trotter time evolution to compute the expectation value of correlation

functions evaluated at a later time. Then, we could use quantum computation

to evaluate the unitary transformation in the Heisenberg picture, acting on the

interacting vacuum. Hence, we are mimicking the Heisenberg evolution operator

using the Schrödinger evolution of the quantum circuit. It might be interesting

to consider using the Schrödinger picture completely in future works.

• Trans-Planckian problem. How early should we set τ0 when we are doing the
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simulation? We know that the comoving scale should be exponentially small in

the past since the universe is exponentially expanding. Thus, early time should

correspond to extremely short distances, which might be smaller than the Planck

length. This is called the Trans-Planckian problem in cosmology, since we don’t

have a Planckian theory of quantum gravity [87]. We are not addressing the con-

ceptual resolution to the problem, but it is practically related to where we could

choose τ0 when we are doing the simulation. In fact, this could be understood

as an advantage of our simulation. We expect τ0 would happen at the very far

past, and we could test different values of initial time τ0 other than the ideal −∞
when we are doing the perturbative quantum field theory. This might be help-

ful for theoretical physicists to address the Trans-Planckian issue. For instance,

one could check if the vacuum is really adiabatic on sub-horizon scales. In fact,

this issue is closely related to the in-in formalism we will discuss later since we

care about interactions in the Trans-Planckian regime happening at an extremely

early time8.

8The adiabaticity of the vacuum here is not exactly the same as the adiabatic quantum computation

we will discuss later. In the later treatment, we artificially turn on the interactions, so it is a time-

dependent dynamical process at the fixed initial time. But the adiabatic vacuum is made by the

time-dependent quantum field theory we discuss here introduced by the scale factor.
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3 The in-in formalism

The above section describes how to write down the action of the inflationary perturba-

tions. However, it does not cover how we could make predictions from those actions.

The way we are doing perturbation theory and making predictions in cosmology is

quite different from what we are usually doing in the flat space. In this section, we will

briefly introduce the most popular framework in cosmology, the in-in formalism, and

how those observables are directly connected to observations and experiments. Un-

derstanding the framework is important for us to perform quantum simulation, which

we will comment briefly in this section. Furthermore, exploring the bounded error be-

yond the approximation of the in-in formalism provides us important motivations for

quantum simulation.

3.1 The theory

The in-in formalism is a powerful approach for computing correlation functions for

the time-dependent Hamiltonian, and it is specifically useful for cosmic perturbation

theory. Unlike the S-matrix in the flat space, which starts from infinite past to infinite

future (the in-out formalism), the in-in formalism is concerning the correlation functions

where bras and kets are both from the past, namely, both the “in states”.

As we know, our observational data about the universe should, in principle, come

from observables in quantum mechanics. Generically, we wish to compute the following

expectation value in the Heisenberg picture,

〈Ωin (τ0) |OH(τ)|Ωin (τ0)〉 , (3.1)

where the operator is now evolving with time, and the state is static, equivalent to the

state at the initial time τ0.

In this section, we will describe how to evaluate the above variable in the cosmic

perturbation theory, how it is connected to observations, and how it is related to quan-

tum simulation. Since our theory could generically apply to time-dependent systems,

we will use the notation τ for time, and when applying the theory to cosmic inflation,

we will use the in-in formalism completely in the conformal time.

3.1.1 Basics

We start with some kindergarten quantum mechanics. Before we start our discussion,

we need to quote the following celebrated Feynman’s disentangling theorem.
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Theorem 1 (Feynman’s disentangling theorem). For time-dependent operators A and

B, and τ1 > τ0, we have

T exp

[∫ τ1

τ0

(A (τ ′) +B (τ ′))dτ ′
]

= T exp

[∫ τ1

τ0

A (τ ′)dτ ′
]
T exp

[∫ τ1

τ0

B̃ (τ ′) dτ ′
]
,

(3.2)

where

B̃(τ) ≡ T̄ exp

[
−
∫ τ

τ0

A (τ ′) dτ ′
]
B(τ)T exp

[∫ τ

τ0

A (τ ′) dτ ′
]
, (3.3)

and T is the time-ordering operator, T̄ is the anti-time-ordering operator.

According to the theorem, we will discuss some time-dependent quantum mechan-

ics. Consider that now we are studying the time-dependent Hamiltonian HS(τ) in the

Schrödinger picture (or we could call it as the Schrödinger Hamiltonian). The evolution

of the state |ψS(τ)〉 is given by

|ψS(τ)〉 = US(τ, τ0) |ψS(τ0)〉 , (3.4)

where US is given by a Dyson series

US(τ, τ0) = T exp

[
−i
∫ τ

τ0

HS (τ ′) dτ ′
]
. (3.5)

Now, let us consider measuring the observable O. In the Schrödinger picture, it is given

by

〈ψS(τ)|O|ψS(τ)〉 =
〈
ψS (τ0)

∣∣∣U †S (τ, τ0)OUS (τ, τ0)
∣∣∣ψS (τ0)

〉
. (3.6)

Alternatively, we could define the Heisenberg picture. We define the time-dependent

Heisenberg operator

U †S (τ, τ0)OUS (τ, τ0) = OH(τ) , (3.7)

and the time-dependent result of the measurement is given by

〈ψS(τ)|O|ψS(τ)〉 = 〈ψS (τ0) |OH(τ)|ψS (τ0)〉 . (3.8)

Specifically, we define the Hamiltonian in the Heisenberg picture (or we call it the

Heisenberg Hamiltonian),

U †S (τ, τ0)HS(τ)US (τ, τ0) = HH(τ) . (3.9)
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We could compute the conjugate of the unitary operator US:

U †S (τ, τ0) = U−1
S (τ, τ0)

=

(
1− i

∫ τ

τ0

dτ ′H (τ ′)−
∫ τ

τ0,τ1>τ2

dτ1dτ2H (τ1)H (τ2) + . . .

)†
=

(
1 + i

∫ τ

τ0

dt′H (τ ′)−
∫ τ

τ0,τ1>τ2

dτ1dτ2H (τ2)H (τ1) + . . .

)†
= T̄ exp

(
i

∫ τ

τ0

dτ ′H(τ ′)

)
. (3.10)

Note that the Heisenberg Hamiltonian and the Schrödinger Hamiltonian are different

in time-dependent quantum mechanics. Now we could use the Feynman’s disentangling

theorem to show that

Theorem 2. For τ2 > τ1, we have

OH(τ2) = U †H (τ2, τ1)OH(τ1)UH (τ2, τ1) , (3.11)

where

UH (τ2, τ1) = T exp

[
−i
∫ τ2

τ1

HH (τ ′) dτ ′
]
. (3.12)

Proof. Consider an operator OS in the Schrödinger picture. By definition, we have

OS = US (τ1, τ0)OH(τ1)U †S (τ1, τ0) = US (τ2, τ0)OH(τ2)U †S (τ2, τ0) . (3.13)

Then

OH(τ2) = U †S (τ2, τ0)US (τ1, τ0)OH(τ1)U †S (τ1, τ0)US (τ2, τ0) . (3.14)

Namely we want to show

U †S (τ1, τ0)US (τ2, τ0) = UH (τ2, τ1) . (3.15)

Treat τ1 as τ2 in the statement of Theorem 1. Then take

A(τ) = Boole(τ0 < τ < τ1) (−HS(τ)) ,

B(τ) = Boole(τ1 < τ < τ2) (−HS(τ)) , (3.16)

where

Boole(x) =

{
x = yes : 1

x = no : 0
. (3.17)

Then we get the answer.
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The Heisenberg picture will be the starting point in the following discussion. So

when we are talking about the Hamiltonian H, we mean the Heisenberg Hamiltonian

in this paper.

We consider a time-dependent Hamiltonian in the perturbation theory. We define

the following splitting in the Heisenberg picture

H(τ) = H0(τ) +HI(τ) , (3.18)

where H0 here is the free Hamiltonian, and HI is the small interaction term. Now we

define the interaction picture. The states in the interaction picture are defined as

|ψI(τ)〉 = T̄ exp

(
i

∫ τ

τ0

dτ ′H0 (τ ′)

)
|ψS(τ)〉

= T̄ exp

(
i

∫ τ

τ0

dτ ′H0 (τ ′)

)
T exp

(
−i
∫ τ

τ0

H (τ ′) dτ ′
)
|ψS (τ0)〉 . (3.19)

From this formula, we obtain the evolution operator in the interaction picture,

UI (τ, τ0) = T exp

(
−i
∫ τ

τ0

dτ ′H̃I (τ ′)

)
, (3.20)

where H̃I is the interacting Hamiltonian HI in the interaction picture. Defining

U0 (τ, τ0) = T exp

(
−i
∫ τ

τ0

dτ ′H0 (τ ′)

)
, (3.21)

we define H̃I as

H̃I(τ) = U †0(τ, τ0)HI(τ)U0(τ, τ0) . (3.22)

Now, we could use the Feynman’s disentangling theorem to show that

Theorem 3.

UI (τ, τ0) = U †0 (τ, τ0)UH (τ, τ0) . (3.23)

Proof. Understand τ2 as τ in the statement of Theorem 1. Call

A = −H0 , B = −HI . (3.24)

Then we get the answer.
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Thus, one could check the expectation value of operators by defining operators in

the interaction picture Õ,

Õ(τ) = U †0 (τ, τ0)OU0 (τ, τ0) , (3.25)

so we have

〈ψI(τ)| Õ(τ) |ψI(τ)〉 = 〈ψS(τ)| O |ψS(τ)〉 . (3.26)

Now, say that we are interested in computing the expectation value of the Heisenberg

operator OH(τ) in the vacuum defined in the interaction theory in the far past τ0,

〈Ωin(τ0)| OH(τ) |Ωin(τ0)〉 . (3.27)

Here, notice that we define the vacuum by the ground state of the Heisenberg Hamil-

tonian H(τ0), which is equal to the Schrödinger Hamiltonian HS(τ0). We have

〈Ωin(τ0)| OH(τ) |Ωin(τ0)〉 = 〈Ωin(τ0)|U †I (τ, τ0) ÕUI (τ, τ0) |Ωin(τ0)〉 . (3.28)

3.1.2 The iε-prescription and the in-in formalism

The evolution operator in the interaction picture, UI , could also help us prepare the

interacting vacuum from the free theory vacuum in the flat space quantum field theory.

This will happen in not only the time-independent Hamiltonian, but also the time-

dependent Hamiltonian. We will discuss this point as follows.

Suppose the Hamiltonians H, H0 and HI are all time-independent, we have

exp(−iH(τ − τ0)) |Ωfree〉 =
∑
n

exp(−iEn(τ − τ0)) |n〉 〈n|Ωfree〉

= exp(−iE0(τ − τ0)) |Ωin〉 〈Ωin|Ωfree〉+
∑
n6=0

exp(−iEn(τ − τ0)) |n〉 〈n|Ωfree〉 . (3.29)

Now, we write |Ωfree〉 as the free theory vacuum, the ground state of H0, and |Ωin〉 as the

interaction vacuum, the ground state of H. Here |n〉 is used to denote all eigenstates

of H, and n = 0 is the ground state. We introduce the following prescription9,

τ → τ̃ = τ(1− iε) , (3.30)

9Note that this iε-prescription now is the standard iε-prescription in quantum field theory, and this

ε is not the slow-roll parameter in cosmic inflation.
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where ε is a small positive number. Now we have∑
n

exp(−iEn(τ − τ0)) |n〉 〈n|Ωfree〉

→
∑
n

exp(−iEn(τ̃ − τ̃0)) |n〉 〈n|Ωfree〉

=
∑
n

exp(εEnτ0) exp(iEnτ0 − iEnτ̃) |n〉 〈n|Ωfree〉 . (3.31)

Now we take the limit where τ0 → −∞. In this case, the summation over states is

dominated by the first term, namely the ground state contribution,

exp(−iH(τ̃ − τ̃0)) |Ωfree〉 ≈ exp(−iE0(τ̃ − τ̃0)) |Ωin〉 〈Ωin|Ωfree〉 . (3.32)

From now on, we will not distinguish the difference between τ and τ̃ in notation. So

we get the formula for the interaction vacuum

exp(−iH(τ − τ0)) |Ωin〉 ≈
exp(−iH(τ − τ0)) |Ωfree〉

〈Ωin|Ωfree〉
. (3.33)

Here, |Ωin〉 is normalized but |Ωfree〉 is not. In the time-dependent case, it is usually

claimed that similar things should happen in the time-dependent Hamiltonian,

T exp

(
−i
∫ τ

τ0

H̃I (τ ′) dτ ′
)
|Ωin(τ0)〉 ≈

T exp
(
−i
∫ τ
τ0
H̃I (τ ′) dτ ′

)
|Ωfree(τ0)〉

〈Ωin(τ0)|Ωfree(τ0)〉
, (3.34)

and the same iε-prescription for time coordinates are used. One could argue that this

will approximately happen if there is no pole for the Hamiltonian around time τ0, so

the contribution of the whole time-ordered exponential is dominated roughly by H0 for

a sufficiently long period of time. Thus we have

〈Ωin (τ0) |OH(τ)|Ωin (τ0)〉

=
〈

Ωin (τ0)
∣∣∣U †I (τ, τ0) ÕUI (τ, τ0)

∣∣∣Ωin (τ0)
〉

=
〈

Ωin (τ0)
∣∣∣U †H (τ, τ0)U0 (τ, τ0) ÕU †0 (τ, τ0)UH (τ, τ0)

∣∣∣Ωin (τ0)
〉

≈ 〈Ωfree (τ0)|U †H (τ, τ0)U0 (τ, τ0) ÕU †0 (τ, τ0)UH (τ, τ0) |Ωfree (τ0)〉
|〈Ωin (τ0) |Ωfree (τ0)〉|2

=
〈Ωfree (τ0)|U †I (τ, τ0) ÕUI (τ, τ0) |Ωfree (τ0)〉

|〈Ωin (τ0) |Ωfree (τ0)〉|2
. (3.35)
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Note that since |Ωin(τ0)〉 is normalized, we could put an identity operator O = 1. If we

believe that UH , UI and U0 are still unitaries (although now we use the iε-prescription),

operator O in other pictures, OH and Õ are also identities. Now we get

|〈Ωin (τ0) |Ωfree (τ0)〉|2 = 1 . (3.36)

Note that this does not mean that those two states are equal, since |Ωfree(τ0)〉 is not

normalized.

Finally, we arrive at the main formula used in various literature for computing

inflationary perturbations,

〈Ωin (τ0) |OH(τ)|Ωin (τ0)〉 = 〈Ωfree (τ0)|U †I (τ, τ0) ÕUI (τ, τ0) |Ωfree (τ0)〉 . (3.37)

The full methodology is called the in-in formalism in the literature of cosmology. Now

we comment on this formalism briefly,

• The approximation

T exp

(
−i
∫ τ

τ0

H̃I (τ ′) dτ ′
)
|Ωin(τ0)〉 ≈

T exp
(
−i
∫ τ
τ0
H̃I (τ ′) dτ ′

)
|Ωfree(τ0)〉

〈Ωin(τ0)|Ωfree(τ0)〉
,

(3.38)

is promisingly reasonable since the integral is dominated by the early time τ0

because of the inflationary universe. However, this assumption is not as solid as

the perturbative quantum field theory in the flat space, where we have a rigorous

statement mathematically, which is called the Gell-Mann and Low theorem [88].

Further issues include the statement where |〈Ωin (τ0) |Ωfree (τ0)〉|2 = 1, which re-

quires unitarity but in fact it is not, due to the Wick-rotated time. We believe

that the current treatment in the iε-prescription of cosmology is physically cor-

rect, but can we rigorously prove it? Furthermore, can we bound the error from

the above approximation? They are still open problems. Some related insightful

discussions include [78, 80].

• However, our quantum simulation algorithm completely does not rely on the in-in

formalism and the perturbative expansion: it is directly operated in the Heisen-

berg picture, and the calculation could be performed beyond the perturbative

regime. As long as we know the interacting vacuum |Ωin(τ0)〉 in the quantum

circuit, we could directly evaluate the following expression based on Theorem 2

〈Ωin (τ0) |OH(τ)|Ωin (τ0)〉 =
〈

Ωin (τ0)
∣∣∣U †H (τ, τ0)OH (τ0)UH (τ, τ0)

∣∣∣Ωin (τ0)
〉
,

(3.39)
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by constructing the unitary evolution

UH (τ, τ0) = T exp

[
−i
∫ τ

τ0

HH (τ ′) dτ ′
]
, (3.40)

and measure the expectation value using, for instance, post-selection. Thus,

we claim that our quantum simulation program could justify the correctness and

bound the error of the in-in formalism, hence solve those open problems. Further-

more, since we could extend the algorithm in other cosmic phases (for instance,

bouncing universe), it could help us compute correlation functions numerically

for geometries beyond inflation where there is no initial manifest dominance in

the integral.

3.2 Experimental observables

Now we give a brief discussion on how the above observables are connected to experi-

ments. Usually, in the experiments, we study correlation functions in momentum space.

For a given operator O(t,x), the Fourier transform is defined as

Ok(τ) =

∫
d3xO(τ,x)e−ik·x ,

O(τ,x) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3Ok(τ)eik·x . (3.41)

For the two-point function, in the case of cosmology, we know that it is invariant under

translation in the following sense,

〈O(τ,x)O(τ,y)〉 ≡ fO(x− y) . (3.42)

Then the two-point function looks like

〈Ok1Ok2〉 =

∫
d3x

∫
d3yfO(x− y)e−ik1·x−ik2·y

= (2π)3δ3(k1 + k2)

∫
d3ufO(u)e−ik1·u . (3.43)

We could define the power spectrum PO

〈Ok1Ok2〉 = (2π)3δ3 (k1 + k2)
2π2

k3
1

PO(k1) ,

PO(k) =
k3

2π2

∫
d3ufO(u)e−ik·u . (3.44)
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For curvature perturbation O = ζ, we could firstly compute the correlation function in

the coordinate space to obtain the function f ζ using quantum simulation, then we could

perform the Fourier transform above to compute the power spectrum. Observationally,

the power spectrum Pζ could be determined by the CMB map or the LSS, specifically

at the time of “horizon exit” where k = aH. At this time, quantum perturbations de-

cohere and become statistical perturbations. Now the function Pζ(k) = Pζ(k) becomes

purely a function of the momentum norm (the wavenumber). To make further contact

with experimental observables, we could define transfer functions that could keep track

of cosmic evolution after the horizon exit. In the CMB, the angular power spectrum

of CMB temperature fluctuations C` could be written as an integral of the primordial

power spectrum Pζ . In the LSS, the late-time power spectrum of dark matter den-

sity fluctuations is proportional to the Pζ with certain transfer functions. For further

knowledge, see the lecture notes [19] and references therein.

Similarly, one could consider three-point functions. The translational invariance of

the three-point function in the coordinate space ensures that in the momentum space,

there is a factor given by the delta function. Moreover, we could define the bispectrum

F of the curvature perturbation ζ

〈ζk1ζk2ζk3〉 = (2π)7δ3 (k1 + k2 + k3)
P 2
ζ

k2
1k

2
2k

2
3

F (k1/k3, k2/k3) , (3.45)

which is directly related to non-Gaussianities of the corresponding inflationary model.

Non-Gaussianities provide important primordial information of particles and interac-

tions in the early universe, and they are directly related to observations.

3.3 Examples

Inherited from our previous discussions, we present the results directly without specify-

ing the process, referring to previous results in [14]. In general single-field inflationary

models we discussed before, the leading-order power spectrum is computed directly

from the free theory,

Pζ =
H2

8π2csε
. (3.46)

The leading-order bispectrum is given by the tree-level diagram using the in-in formal-

ism.

F =

(
1

c2
s

− 1− 2λ

Σ

)
3k1k2k3

2(k1 + k2 + k3)3 +

(
1

c2
s

− 1

)
×[

− k2
1k

2
2 + k2

1k
2
3 + k2

2k
2
3

k1k2k3 (k1 + k2 + k3)
+
k2

1k
3
2 + k2

1k
3
3 + k2

2k
3
3 + k2

2k
3
1 + k2

3k
3
1 + k2

3k
3
2

2k1

+
k3

1 + k3
2 + k3

3

8k1k2k3

]
,

(3.47)
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with the parameter λ and Σ defined above. Note that the result is perturbative in the

slow-roll parameter.

3.4 Further comments

At the current stage, we wish to make some further comments.

• As we mentioned before, note that, in the above sections, we mostly describe the

perturbative quantum field theory formalism theoretically. Progress and problems

we have mentioned before about this theoretical prescription provide us motiva-

tions to perform quantum simulation in the future quantum device and bench-

mark the quantum simulation algorithms and devices using the known answer

from quantum field theory calculations. However, when we are doing quantum

simulation, we are completely not using the perturbative method in the interac-

tion picture. In fact, we don’t even need to introduce the interaction picture,

and we could just focus on the Heisenberg picture when we are doing quantum

simulation.

• Furthermore, we wish to mention that when doing quantum simulation, in this

paper, we are quoting the perturbative action we will use as examples. However,

we could even imagine that we could just simulate the original action beyond the

slow-roll expansion. Extra treatments are needed in this process to separate the

classical and the quantum part of the action, and furthermore, implement them

in the quantum device. It could potentially be an interesting generalization of

our current work.

• As we have described, the Hamiltonian we are considering is intrinsically time-

dependent even for the Heisenberg picture since the spacetime is exponentially

expanding with time. Thus, it might be interesting to apply methods and tricks

from the study of quantum open-system and quantum thermodynamics in quan-

tum information science, for instance, the Lindblad equation and the quantum

resource theory. Moreover, the precise formulation of open systems in quan-

tum field theory needs to be formalized [89]. Moreover, it might be interesting to

make use of Floquet dynamics in quantum many-body physics to study conceptual

problems in cosmology and analog quantum simulation, since the time-dependent

dynamics in Floquet systems, as periodically driven open systems, might be sim-

ilar to the cosmic evolution of cyclic or bouncing cosmologies (see a related work

[90]). Furthermore, for cyclic or bouncing theories, they might be more suit-

able for quantum algorithms, since they are strongly-coupled processes, which

are relatively harder to understand compared to the perturbative dynamics.
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4 Designing the algorithm

4.1 The original Jordan-Lee-Preskill algorithm

The Jordan-Lee-Preskill algorithm [48, 49] could be regarded as a generic paradigm for

simulating quantum field theories in the quantum computer. Here we briefly review

the original version of the Jordan-Lee-Preskill algorithm, and our generalization will

be discussed later on.

The original algorithm is designed for simulating the λφ4 scalar quantum field

theory in general spacetime dimensions, where the lattice version of Hamiltonian is

Ht = b3
∑
x∈Ω3

[
1

2
π2
φ(x) +

1

2
(∇iφ(x))2 +

1

2
m2

0φ(x)2 +
λ0

4!
φ(x)4

]
, (4.1)

where the coupling λ0 can either be weak or strong. Although the λφ4 scalar quantum

field theory now is defined in a lattice, the value of the scalar field φ(x) at each site

is continuous and generally unbounded, while the digital quantum computer is only

capable of managing a finite number of qubits. The idea of [48, 49] is to bound the

field value by φmax with discretize step size as δφ at each site, i.e.,

{−φmax,−φmax + δφ, . . . , φmax − δφ, φmax} , (4.2)

such that the original Hilbert space is truncated to be finite-dimensional, allowing to

encode the scalar quantum field theory with finite qubits into quantum computers.

A key result of [48, 49] is to determine the truncation of the Hilbert space and the

number of qubits per site by the scattering energy E. To simulate the quantum field

scattering process, initial scattering states should be excited. As described in [49],

this task can be fulfilled by preparing the initial vacuum state of free theories |Ωfree〉
followed by exciting the wave packets (which are represented by |ψ〉 = a†ψ|Ωfree〉) based

on the prepared vacuum, where exciting the wave packets can be realized by involving

an auxiliary Hamiltonian with additional ancilla qubits

Hψ = a†ψ ⊗ |1〉〈0|+ aψ ⊗ |0〉〈1| , e−iHψ
π
2 |Ωfree〉 ⊗ |0〉 = −i|ψ〉 ⊗ |1〉 . (4.3)

Adiabatically turning on the interaction for the wave packets, they will evolve in time to

an ending time, which is precisely the scattering process. Simulating the time evolution

is a well-known task, and [49] have done this by simply splitting the Hamiltonian into

field and field momentum piece, then apply the product formula of Trotter (which will

be briefly introduced in subsection 4.6). As the completion of the whole time evolution

of the scattering process, it allows measuring any physical observable that satisfies our

simulation goal.
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As a summary of the above review, the original version of the algorithm consists

of the following prescriptions:

Algorithm 4 (Jordan-Lee-Preskill). The original Jordan-Lee-Preskill algorithm is an

algorithm for simulating the λφ4 scalar quantum field theory in general spacetime di-

mensions at both weak or strong couplings. It is given by the following steps.

• Encoding. We encode the lattice field theory Hilbert space into the quantum com-

puter. The truncation of the original Hilbert space and the number of qubits

encoded per site are determined by the scattering energy E.

• Initial state preparation. We construct the initial state using an algorithm pro-

posed by Kitaev and Webb [91] for constructing multivariate Gaussian superposi-

tions. The algorithm could be improved by some other classical methods [92, 93].

• Exciting the wave packets in the free theory. This part is done by introducing

ancilla qubits.

• Adiabatic state preparation. We adiabatically turn on the interaction to construct

the wave packet in the interacting theory. The speed of adiabatic state preparation

should be slow enough to make sure the resulting wave packet is still a reasonable

single-particle wave packet.

• Trotter simulation. We use the product formula to simulate the time evolution

e−iHt by splitting the Hamiltonian to the field piece and the field momentum piece.

• Measurement. After time evolution, we compute the correlation function we are

interested in using the quantum circuit. We could measure field operators, number

operators, stress tensor, and other quantities we are interested in.

4.2 Our generalization of Jordan-Lee-Preskill

The original Jordan-Lee-Presklll algorithm we have described above needs further mod-

ifications in order to be applicable to cosmic inflation. Comparing to the original scat-

tering process, the evolution process for computing cosmic correlation functions has

the following features.

• In the initial state preparation, we are not setting the scattering energy to be

E since we are not doing exactly the scattering experiment. Instead, in cosmic

inflation, we are able to set the energy scale of the inflationary perturbation

theory Λ = 1/b. We could use Λ instead to bound the energy scale, and then the

field momentum fluctuation, which will restrict the dimension of the truncated
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Hilbert space. A similar analysis in inflationary physics could help us bound the

field configuration itself.

• In the scattering experiment in the flat space, the Hamiltonian in the λφ4 theory

is static in the Heisenberg picture and also the Schrödinger picture10. However,

in the cosmic perturbation theory, the Hamiltonian should be time-dependent in

general in both pictures. So the field basis we are using should be generically

different for different times. In order to encode the time-dependent Hamiltonian

and simulate the Heisenberg evolution

UH (τend, τ0) = T exp

[
−i
∫ τend

τ0

HH (τ ′) dτ ′
]
, (4.4)

we need to figure out the field basis transformation depending on different times.

This could be realized by computing the Green’s identity in the free theory. We

discuss this transformation as a reduced case of the HKLL formula [65, 66], which

is usually appearing in AdS and involving both space and time.

• We still need the Kitaev-Webb algorithm to prepare the free theory vacuum,

but we don’t need to excite the wavepacket, since our cosmological-motivated

correlation functions are evaluated for the vacuum states.

• In the adiabatic state preparation process, we start from the free theory at con-

formal time τ0, and then we use adiabatic state preparation to construct the

interacting vacuum at τ0. Since the zero-momentum diagonal mode states and

the ground state are degenerate in the free theory, as we have discussed before,

extra treatment might be needed to split those states in the gapless regime. This

treatment is called the ground state projection in the following discussions.

• Then we use the Trotter simulation to evolve the time-dependent Heisenberg

evolution. Note that due to possible mixings between quantum fields and field

momenta we have in the Lagrangian, we generalize the original calculation in

the Jordan-Lee-Preskill to the three-party product formula case, making use of

results from the paper [94] and references therein.

• Cosmic perturbation theories have certain measurement tasks that could be di-

rectly related to experimental observations. Here, we measure cosmic correlations

〈Ωin (τ0) |OH(τend)|Ωin (τ0)〉 =
〈

Ωin (τ0)
∣∣∣U †H (τend, τ0)OH (τ0)UH (τend, τ0)

∣∣∣Ωin (τ0)
〉
,

(4.5)

10However, in the interaction picture, the Hamiltonian is time-dependent.
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instead of other operators that are discussed in the original Jordan-Lee-Preskill

algorithm.

Thus, we propose the following algorithm that is applicable to compute cosmic corre-

lation functions.

Algorithm 5 (Jordan-Lee-Preskill for cosmic inflation). We consider the following

generalization beyond the original Jordan-Lee-Preskill algorithm, specifically applicable

for cosmic correlation functions at general couplings.

• Encoding. We use the field basis at time τ0. The range and precision of the field

basis are truncated based on the energy scale of EFT Λ = 1/b, and some other

inflationary physics. Furthermore, to encode the time-dependent Hamiltonian in

the Heisenberg picture, we need the transformation from the time τ0 to a general

time τ . The transformation is given by the Green’s identity as a special reduced

case of the HKLL formula in the 3+1 dimensional de Sitter space.

• Initial state preparation. We still use the Kitaev-Webb algorithm and its improve-

ments to prepare the Gaussian vacuum state |Ωfree(τ0)〉. The variance matrix is

given by the two-point function of the free theory.

• Adiabatic state preparation. We use the adiabatic state preparation to prepare the

interacting vacuum |Ωin(τ0)〉. Extra treatment, namely the ground state projec-

tion, is needed to filter out the zero-momentum states of diagonal modes.

• Trotter simulation. We use the Trotter algorithm to simulate the Heisenberg

time-dependent time evolution. Note that including this evolution and also the

adiabatic state preparation piece, we might face the mixing between field and field

momenta in the Hamiltonian. Thus, we will use the three-party product formula

to do the simulation.

• Measurement. We measure 〈Ωin (τ0) |OH(τend)|Ωin (τ0)〉 after the evolution by, for

instance, standard algorithms like the post-selection.

More details in the above steps will be discussed in the following subsections.

4.3 Encoding from the HKLL formula

We start with the encoding problem in our quantum simulation program. At the time

τ0, we define our field basis

ζ̂(τ0,x) |ζ(τ0,x)〉 = ζ(τ0,x) |ζ(τ0,x)〉 . (4.6)
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On the left hand side, ζ̂(τ0,x) is understood as the curvature perturbation operator,

and the state vector |ζ(τ0,x)〉 defines the eigenvector. The field value ζ(τ,x) could be

arbitrary for the fixed space and time x and τ0. So for fixed x, the local Hilbert space

dimension is infinite.

Similarly, we define

ζ̂(τ,x) |ζ(τ,x)〉 = ζ(τ,x) |ζ(τ,x)〉 , (4.7)

for an arbitrary time τ 11. Note that for different time slices, the state vector will be

different in general, since the field operator ζ̂(τ,x) and its eigenspace are different.

We will use the field basis |ζ(τ0,x)〉 to encode our Hamiltonian. Namely, we will

represent all terms in our Hamiltonian on the above basis. For terms containing field

momentum operators, the matrix elements could be determined by the canonical com-

mutation relation.

However, the above treatment could only work for the initial time slice τ0. The

reason is, our Heisenberg Hamiltonian is manifestly time-dependent. So the question

is, can we determine the field operator and the field momentum operator at the time

τ easily from τ0?

The answer is, yes! In fact, one could naively expect this to happen in the field

equation. Since our encoding is based on the free system12, our field equation is linear.

A naive choice is to use the Heisenberg evolution operator

ζ (τ) = U †H (τ, τ0) ζ (τ0)UH (τ, τ0) . (4.8)

But the evolution operator UH itself contains operators later than τ0. Instead, we solve

the dynamical equation, and the answer is expected to be linear

ζ(τ,x) =

∫
∂τ0LC−(τ,x)

d3y (Kζ(τ,x; τ0,y)ζ(τ0,y) +Kπ(τ,x; τ0,y)πζ(τ0,y)) . (4.9)

In the above equation, ζ and πζ are understood as operators, and the integration kernels

Kζ and Kπ are scalar functions. The kernel is supported on the set ∂τ0LC−(τ,x), which

is defined as part of the time slice τ0, intersecting with the past light cone starting from

11In most parts of the paper, we will not distinguish operators with their classical counterparts by

the hat notation.
12One might worry about the existence of couplings might change the construction of the encoding

basis. In fact, we don’t really need to worry about it, since this is simply only a basis choice. For

instance, we could use the harmonic oscillator basis to encode the λφ4 strongly-coupled theory in the

flat space, although at strong coupling, the harmonic oscillator in the free theory does not exist. In

fact, the time evolution of the basis here illustrates how we define our time-dependent quantum field

theory.
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Figure 1. The encoding process from the past light cone. Here, we use a two-dimensional

plot to illustrate past light cones for different τs at a fixed x. Those light cones are intersected

with the time slice τ0. We use a one-dimensional real line to represent the direction of x, but

in the real world, we have three spatial dimensions.

the point (τ,x). The kernels should be supported on the set ∂τ0LC−(τ,x) determined

by the causal structure of the theory. Since our metric is manifestly conformally flat

when we are using the conformal time, the light cone structures are the same as the

flat space ones. Then we could directly write down

∂τ0LC−(τ,x) = {(τ0, x̄) ∈ inflationary spacetime: |x̄− x| < cs |τ − τ0|} . (4.10)

Here, the notation |. . .| is the same as the Euclidean distance. Note that here we

also consider the non-trivial sound speed cs. We use Figure 1 to illustrate the above

encoding.

So how to determine the kernel? In our case, it is purely a PDE problem before

we promote our variables to operators. In fact, it could be easily solved by Green’s

identity. Generally speaking, if we consider the relativistic theory for a Klein-Gorden

scalar φ in 3+1 dimensions, the Green’s function G will satisfy the following linear
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equation

∇µ∇µG(τ,x; τ0,y) =
δ3(x− y)δ(τ − τ0)√

−g
, (4.11)

where the covariant derivative ∇µ is acting with respect to (τ0,y). The corresponding

Green’s identity then reads,

φ(τ,x) =

∫
∂τ0LC−(τ,x)

d3y
√
|h|nµ(φ(τ0,y)∇µG(τ,x; τ0,y)−G(τ,x; τ0,y)∇µφ(τ0,y)) ,

(4.12)

where h and n are induced metric and unit normal vector for the surface ∂τ0LC−(τ,x).

In our case, the equation of motion for the Green’s function is modified as

2ε

c2
sH

2τ 3
0

(c2
sτ0∂

2
y + 2∂τ0 − τ0∂

2
τ0

)G(τ,x; τ0,y) = δ3(x− y)δ(τ − τ0) . (4.13)

The corresponding Green’s identity for our purpose is

ζ(τ,x) =
2ε

c2
sH

2τ 2
0

∫
∂τ0LC−(τ,x)

d3y
(
G(τ,x; τ0,y)∂τ0ζ(τ0,y)− ζ(τ0,y)∂τ0G(τ,x; τ0,y)

)
.

(4.14)

Thus the kernels are given by

Kζ(τ,x; τ0,y) = − 2ε

c2
sH

2τ 2
0

∂τ0G(τ,x; τ0,y) , Kπ(τ,x; τ0,y) = G(τ,x; τ0,y) . (4.15)

In our case, since we already extract the past light cone, we could take the Green’s

function directly to be the Wightman’s two-point function

G(τ,x; τ0,y) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3
vk(τ)v∗k(τ0)eik·(x−y) . (4.16)

Taking a derivative of the time coordinate, we will get the corresponding formula for

the field momentum.

We will use the above formula to encode the Hamiltonian. What is the nature of

the above encoding? In fact, it could be regarded as a reduced version of the HKLL

formula in the study of the AdS/CFT correspondence (see the paper [65] and a review

[66]). In AdS/CFT, a typical problem is to determine the bulk data from the boundary

dynamics. The HKLL formula describes how we write the bulk operator from the

boundary in the semiclassical theory

Obulk =

∫
HKLL kernel×Oboundary , (4.17)
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Figure 2. The AdS-Rindler bulk reconstruction. Here the bulk operators could be recon-

structed from the boundary using the HKLL reconstruction formula. This is the standard

example mentioned in, for instance, [66].

from solving PDEs. In the AdS case, the situation is more complicated since space and

time are mixed: the boundary contains the time direction. The allowed accessible range

in the bulk determined by a given range of the boundary is called the causal wedge.

Figure 2 illustrates a standard example of the causal wedge reconstruction in the case

of AdS-Rindler in three spacetime dimensions [95, 96]. In our cosmology case, a little

difference comparing to AdS/CFT is that right now we understand the time direction

as the “boundary”, so we only need the past light cone instead of the full causal wedge.

See another discussion about the HKLL formula and bulk reconstruction in [42].

It is remarkable that we are able to use the HKLL formula for a different purpose

beyond the usual study of AdS/CFT. This seems to indicate that studying the nature

of spacetime might be closely related to quantum simulation in quantum gravity. Fur-

thermore, it is worth noticing that in our discussion, we use the word “encoding” in a

completely different circumstance. The word “encoding” we use here means that we

are going to make our qubits from our brains to quantum computers, while the word

“encoding” in other literature about AdS/CFT usually means the encoding map in

the quantum error correction code [95–97]. Moreover, the encoding we discuss only

requires the free theory. Hence, we are consistent with the semiclassical description

and satisfied with the “causal wedge reconstruction”.

It will be interesting to study how the encoding of different time slices will change

when turning on the coupling. From the perturbative point of view, we have to receive
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tree or loop corrections in the Witten diagrams. Non-perturbatively, the causal wedge

reconstruction might be replaced by the entanglement wedge reconstruction, and the

HKLL formula might be replaced by the modular Hamiltonian and the modular flow.

It might be interesting to see how the story will go both in AdS and dS cases. There is

an insightful discussion recently about holographic scattering and entanglement wedge

[98]. Finally, when we are studying the scattering problem in AdS in the quantum

computer, probably we might consider using the honest HKLL formula for encoding

since, in AdS, space and time direction is mixed. Moreover, one might consider the

discretized version of our de Sitter encoding formula in the lattice, and it should not

be very hard to obtain since we currently only care about the free theory.

We end this subsection by commenting on the complexity we need to perform

encoding. Obviously, the number of terms we need in the encoding map is proportional

to the number of sites included in the past light cone regime on the time slice of τ0. So

we have the complexity estimate:

Encoding Complexity = O

(
cs |τend − τ0|

b

)3

= O

(
cs|τ0|(1− e−N)

b

)3

. (4.18)

Here N is the e-folding number during inflation.

4.4 Encoding bounds from the EFT scale

Here, we continue our discussions about the encoding. The ideal study in quantum field

theory with infinite-dimensional Hilbert space is not promising for a digital quantum

computer, so we have to discretize our field basis and make further truncations.

Now, let us consider the following prescription of truncations. We want to bound

the range of the curvature perturbation ζ at the time τ0 by ζmax. Furthermore, we

wish the step size (precision) of the discretization of the field value to be δζ. Namely,

our choices of field values on each site are exactly eq. (4.2) but replacing φ by ζ. As a

result, the number of qubits is estimated as

nb ∼ log

(
ζmax

δζ

)
. (4.19)

How to choose the value of δζ and ζmax? Intuitively, we know that if the field fluctuation

ζ is bounded probabilistically (for instance, in terms of expectation values), then we

cannot make that much error if we choose ζmax to be comparable to the field fluctuation

bounds. This intuition is explicitly proved by the original paper of Jordan-Lee-Presklll

[48, 49]. We call it the “Jordan-Lee-Preskill bound”. In fact, assuming an εJLP error in

truncation, the probability of the field values appearing outside the truncation window

is controlled by the Chebyshev inequality for all possible probability distributions. For
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all sites, the total probability outside the truncation window ptotal is controlled by the

union bound Vpsingle, where V is the total number of sites and psingle is the probability

of making error for a single site.

Here, we just quote the result from the Jordan-Lee-Preskill bound without proving

it. Say that we truncate the field to obtain the state |ψJLP〉 and we introduce the error

εJLP such that 〈ψtrue|ψJLP〉 = 1− εJLP, where ψtrue is the actual state. We have

ζmax ∼
√
V
εJLP

√
〈ψtrue|ζ2|ψtrue〉 . (4.20)

The square root of the prefactor comes from the quadratic relation in the Chebyshev

inequality.

Then, how could we bound the precision? It is easy to notice that from the defini-

tion of the canonical commutation relation we have

πmax,ζ ∼
1

b3δζ
. (4.21)

Applying the same Jordan-Lee-Preskill bound towards the field momentum, we get

δζ ∼ 1

b3

√
εJLP

V
1√

〈ψtrue|π2
ζ |ψtrue〉

,

nb ∼ log

(
Vb3

εJLP

√
〈ψtrue|π2

ζ |ψtrue〉〈ψtrue|ζ2|ψtrue〉
)
. (4.22)

So how could we bound 〈ζ2〉 and
〈
π2
ζ

〉
? Now, we need some knowledge about

cosmology. We start from πζ . Since we already know that our ultraviolet cutoff is

1/b ∼
√
Hε, the cutoff must work for a single term in the Hamiltonian

b3c2
s

a2
0ε

〈
π2
ζ

〉
.

1

b
. (4.23)

So we get

〈
π2
ζ

〉
.

a2
0ε

b4c2
s

. (4.24)

Note that here a0 is the initial scale factor. The way of bounding quantities using the

total energy is the same as what we did for the original Jordan-Lee-Preskill scattering

experiment in the flat space. Furthermore, the bound could serve as a general bound

working for all couplings.
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However, how could we bound ζ? At the late time τend, we know experimentally

that 〈
ζ2
〉
∼ 10−10 , (4.25)

which is purely from the experiment. In the early time, the situation may not be the

same, and we could not naively use the bound from the late time. In the free theory,

the inflaton is massless so we cannot bound ζ2 directly from the Hamiltonian. However,

we could directly estimate the curvature perturbation from the free theory. We have

|〈ζ(τ0,x)ζ(τ0,y)〉| =
∣∣∣∣∫ d3k

(2π)3vkv
∗
ke
ik·(x−y)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ ∣∣∣∣∫ d3k

(2π)3vkv
∗
k

∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣ 4π

(2π)3

∫
k2vkv

∗
kdk

∣∣∣∣ ∼ ∣∣∣∣ 4π

(2π)3

∫ kUV

kIR

vkv
∗
kdk

∣∣∣∣
∼
H2
(
c2
sτ

2
0 (k2

UV − k2
IR) + 2 log

(
kUV

kIR

))
16π2csε

∼
H2
(
c2sτ

2
0

b2
+ 2 log

(
L̂
))

16π2csε
. (4.26)

In the last step, we take the cutoff kUV = 1/b and kIR = 1/L. One could see that the

above result depends at most logarithmically on the system size. Thus, the dimension

of local Hilbert space should be at most polynomial in size in general.

The above result is only a result of the free theory. But how about interacting

theory at the time τ0? In general, the result should not be drastically changed if we are

in the regime of the perturbation theory. The leading correction towards the above two-

point function should be the one-loop diagram in the following plot, which is of order ε2

if we call the coupling as ε13. (see Figure 3 for an illustration.) But the situation might

change in the case of strong coupling. Now let us consider the system is approaching

the critical point with a second-order phase transition. If such a critical point exists,

the two-point function of curvature perturbation should scale as a power law with the

distance and a scaling dimension, which is not a drastic dependence for our quantum

computer. But what happens in general, in the middle of the renormalization group

flow? Although it seems to be not very possible that the field fluctuation is exponential

regarding the system size, since it is a non-perturbative problem, we could only make

trials numerically if we do not have any theoretical control. In fact, assuming the field

configuration is continuous, when constructing the state and measuring the field profile,

we could actually get some indications if the size of the local Hilbert space is out of

reach. Such trials will be helpful for determining an honest value of the field range up

to some given error, with certain convergence conditions. We leave this topic for future

research, especially for people with quantum devices and clean qubits.

13ε is a combination of Σ, λ and 1− cs, which we discuss before.
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ζ ζ

Figure 3. The one-loop diagram at the fixed time τ0.

4.5 Initial state preparation by Kitaev and Webb

After we address the encoding problem, here we discuss the initial state preparation.

At the beginning, we wish to construct |Ωfree(τ0)〉 in the quantum computer. In the

free theory, the wave function is given by the Gaussian distribution in the field basis,

with the probability distribution

p(~ζ) =
1

(2π)V/2|M|1/2
exp

(
−1

2
~ζ ·M−1 · ~ζ

)
. (4.27)

Here, we define

~ζ = (ζ (x1) , ζ (x2) , · · · , ζ (xV)) , (4.28)

and the matrix M is the two-point function

Mij = 〈ζ(xi)ζ(xj)〉 = G(τ0,xi; τ0,xj) . (4.29)

The square root of the probability distribution could define the components on the

field basis. Thus, the problem of state preparation becomes a problem of preparing the

Gaussian distribution with multiple variables.

This problem is discussed and solved in [48, 49], and here we describe the solution.

We could directly use the Kitaev-Webb algorithm [91] to prepare the vacuum state.

The idea is that one could firstly prepare a distribution of Gaussian state in a diagonal

form, and then do a transformation to the desired basis. The main time cost in the
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algorithm is the singular value decomposition of the inverse covariance matrix we have

in the Gaussian distribution, which could be improved by using classical algorithms

in [92, 93]. With the known covariance matrix given by the two-point function, the

complexity scales as O(V2.376), which is bounded by polynomials in system size.

There might exist some alternative methods for constructing Gaussian states. For

instance, [99] describes another algorithm for Gaussian state preparation, which is

related to one-dimensional quantum systems. [100] describes another variational al-

gorithm for preparing the Gaussian state. There might be some future improvements

about the Kitaev-Webb algorithm in 3+1 dimensions.

4.6 Trotter simulation

Now, say that we already have a state |Ωfree(τ0)〉. The next steps are to construct the

interacting vacuum |Ωin(τ0)〉 and then evolve the Heisenberg unitary operator. Both

steps are requiring Trotter simulation based on the product formula. Comparing to the

flat space, the task we have here in the inflationary spacetime is pretty different in the

following two aspects,

• Our time-dependent quantum field theory is different from the flat space by a

scale factor. The scale factor will affect Trotter simulation errors by entering the

commutators.

• In the original Jordan-Lee-Preskill algorithm, the λφ4 quantum field theory Hamil-

tonian could be split into two parts, Hφ and Hπ that contain fields and field

momenta separately. However, in our case, there is a generic feature that we will

have mixing terms between fields and field momenta.

The above differences motivate us to describe a generalized, time-dependent Trotter

simulation theory, which will be presented in this subsection. We will mostly use the

notation from [48, 49] and [94].

We consider a general time-dependent time evolution operator, and we split the

total time into nproduct intervals

T exp

(
−i
∫ τ

τ0

dτ ′H(τ ′)

)
≈

nproduct∏
j=1

exp

(
−iH

(
j − 1

nproduct

(τ − τ0)

)
τ − τ0

nproduct

)
. (4.30)

We could define a short-hand notation

j − 1

nproduct

(τ − τ0) = τj . (4.31)
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For each term in this exponential, we have the k-th order product formula

exp

(
−iH (τj)

τ − τ0

nproduct

)
= product term +O

(
αcom

(τ − τ0)2k+1

n2k+1
product

)
. (4.32)

The detailed expression in various forms is given in [94] in detail. The error constant

αcom is determined by commutators

αcom =

nsplit∑
β1,··· ,β2k+1=1

∥∥[Hβ2k+1
, · · · , [Hβ2 , Hβ1 ]

]∥∥ , (4.33)

where we expand the total Hamiltonian by

H =

nsplit∑
β=1

Hβ . (4.34)

In our case, we assume nsplit = 3. Physically, in our situation, we have the field variable

term, the field momentum term, and the mixing term, where we call them H1, H2 and

H3.

4.7 Adiabatic state preparation and the ground state projection

We start from the adiabatic state preparation with applications of our Trotter simula-

tion formula.

Generically, for a generic Hamiltonian H(s) which is parametrized by s ranging in

[0, 1], we call the `-th eigenstate |v`(s)〉 for a given s,

H(s) |v`(s)〉 = e`(s) |v`(s)〉 . (4.35)

The state |v〉 could be approximately achieved by the s-dependent time evolution from

0 to 1, starting from s = 0. We call such state |uk〉 for the energy level ek. The

transition amplitude, where we call it the “adiabatic error” εad, is given by

εad ≡ |〈v`|uk〉| ∼
∣∣∣∣ 1

T (ek − e`)2

dH(s)

ds

∣∣∣∣ . (4.36)

Here, T is the total time we use when we are turning on the interaction. In our situation,

we wish to turn on the interaction slowly and linearly. So we have

dH(s)

ds
= HI , (4.37)
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and the adiabatic error is bounded by

εad .
‖HI‖

T × gap2
. (4.38)

Here, we are starting from the vacuum state of the free theory, so we are interpreting

the energy difference as the mass gap in the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. As we have

mentioned before, our Hamiltonian has a further problem: the theory is massless. We

cannot only use energy to distinguish the vacuum state and zero-momentum states

with multiple diagonal modes. Thus, some extra treatments should be used when we

are doing the adiabatic state preparation.

Here, we propose the following ground state projection algorithm. We notice that

the degeneracy problem among diagonal modes and the vacuum should only happen

in free theory. Generically, we don’t expect that the transition amplitude will be large

for finite coupling constant. Namely, there should exist energy-level splitting when we

are slowly turning on the coupling. Thus, we only need to resolve the tunneling around

the free theory regime. Note that in the free theory, diagonal modes should carry

positive particle numbers. Thus, starting from the free theory vacuum, we keep doing

the measurement of the state in the quantum computer by measuring the following

operator

Nk=0 = b†k=0bk=0 . (4.39)

We will only select the result when we get zero from the measurement data. The

operator Nk=0 is exactly the number operator for zero-momentum diagonal modes. We

need to perform the measurement for the first few steps in our simulation. After we

obtain a significant amount of the coupling, we don’t need to do this measurement, and

around the finite coupling regime, the number operator has no physical meaning.

Using the above ground state projection protocol, we could bound our adiabatic

error

εad .
‖HI‖L2

T
. (4.40)

Note that the 1/L gap introduces extra polynomial factors in the system size. The ex-

plicit determination of the evolution time T should come from the Trotter computation.

In fact, we find

εad . ε×
(
V
εJLP

)2k+3/2 |τ0|2T 2k+1

n2k
ad

1

ε3/2
. (4.41)
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Here nad is the number of splitting we use during the adiabatic process. Thus, the total

gate estimate, nad,total, scales as

nad,total ∼ V × nad

∼ O

ε1/2k × V
2+3/4k

ε
1+3/4k
JLP

× T 1+1/2k ×

(
|τ0|2

ε3/2

)1/2k
 . (4.42)

Note that here, we make use of the scaling of our basis norm for ζ and πζ .

Finally, we comment briefly on the issue of the inflaton mass. Generically, the

effective field theory of inflation might receive higher derivative corrections suppressed

by the cutoff. If the inflaton is not protected, it will receive radiative corrections.

A connection between the unstable inflaton mass and the parameter η in slow roll is

so-called the η-problem, suggesting that the radiative correction of the inflaton might

prevent the inflationary expansion of the spacetime. In our case, we consider the lattice

regularization of the theory by the ultraviolet cutoff 1/b, and the theory in the short

distance is still massless in the sense of lattice many-body systems. In a sense, we are

regularizing the theory in the way that the inflaton mass is protected from being zero

in the free theory case. Thus, we are away from the η-problem. However, when we

turn on the interaction, the inflaton mass will receive corrections from the coupling,

and the theory is generically gapped (although the gap might be very small).

4.8 The efficiency of inflation

Now say that we already obtain |Ωin(τ)〉 based on the above adiabatic state preparation

procedure. The next step is to simulate the following unitary operation acting on the

state

UH (τend, τ0) |Ωin (τ0)〉 = T exp

[
−i
∫ τend

τ0

H (τ ′) dτ ′
]
|Ωin (τ0)〉 , (4.43)

using our Heisenberg HamiltonianH. Again, we will use the Trotter formula to simulate

the above computation. Note that now the Hamiltonian is honestly time-dependent.

It is depending on the conformal time, which is different from the adiabatic state

preparation case where we are slowly turning on the coupling.

Here, we could estimate the efficiency of the Trotter simulation during the expan-

sion of the scale factor. Assuming the Trotter error εinflation and the number of time

steps ninflation, we have,

εinflation ∼ O

(
ninflation∑
j=1

αcom (τj)
(τend − τ0)2k+1

n2k+1
inflation

)
≤ O

(
αcom(τend)

(τend − τ0)2k+1

n2k
inflation

)
.

(4.44)
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Here, we use a bound about the time dependence, assuming the dominance of the

late-time Hamiltonian because of the expansion of the scale factor.

Rigorously computing the error εinflation is a hard problem. Here, we will make

an intuitive analysis based on the time dependence. In fact, we expect that the time

dependence of our three Hamiltonians H1, H2 and H3 at the time τ will be bounded

by

‖H1‖ . O(
V
εJLP

) , ‖H2‖ . O(
V
εJLP

1

τ 2
) , ‖H3‖ . O

(
V
εJLP

)3/2

. (4.45)

Here we make a brief explanation on the above bound. The term V/εJLP comes from

the bound of the field range of the Chebyshev inequality. Thus, the pure cubic term H3

will scale with a power 3/2. The time dependence is purely coming from the counting

of the geometric factor and the time dependence on the quantum fields. A remarkable

feature is the 1/τ dependence appearing in H2. This is, in fact, coming from the cutoff

logarithmic term that is independent of time in the solution of modes. We expect that

this term will also be presented in the interacting theory in the short distance limit,

especially since we are working under an exact lattice regularization of the quantum

field theory. Thus, we expect that the Trotter constant will dominate at late time.

Now assuming the late-time dominance, an example of the dominant piece in the

Trotter formula will scale in the following form

[H1, [H2, [H1, [H2, · · · , [H1, [H3, H2]]]]]] ∼
(
V
εJLP

)2k+ 3
2

τ−2k . (4.46)

Furthermore, the commutator will bring us an extra factor in V ,

[Hi, Hj] =
∑
x

∑
y

δx,y · · · =
∑
x

· · · . (4.47)

Thus, we have an estimate on the Trotter error,

εinflation ∼ O

(
V2k+5/2

ε
2k+3/2
JLP

(τend − τ0)2k+1

(|τend|ninflation)2k

)
∼ O

(
V2k+5/2

ε
2k+3/2
JLP

|τ0|
(
1− e−N

)2k+1

(e−Nninflation)2k

)
. (4.48)

Thus, the total gate counting is given by

ninflation,total ∼ O

(
(τend − τ0)1+1/2kV2+5/4k

|τend| ε1+3/2k
JLP

)
∼ O

(
|τ0|1/2k

(
1− e−N

)1+1/2kV2+5/4k

e−Nε
1+3/2k
JLP

)
.

(4.49)

We will leave two comments here for the above formula
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• The above formula is a clear example on how the e-folding number N changes

the efficiency of the Trotter simulation, and how the expansion history depending

on τ will change the number of resources we demand. The calculation of Trotter

constants might also be important for other situations as well, especially for other

time-dependent quantum field theory or quantum many-body problems.

• We have to admit that the above analysis is a rough estimate based on certain

assumptions. Firstly, it assumes the late-time dominance of the Hamiltonian

norms and drops the dependence on the coupling constant. Secondly, we make

assumptions that there are certain terms dominating the Trotter series based on

the late-time dominance assumption. A more careful analysis is useful to fully

characterize the Trotter error in the inflation process, where we wish to leave

those calculations for future research.

4.9 Measurement

Here we briefly discuss the issue about measurement. Say that we could already con-

struct the state

|result〉 = UH (τend, τ0) |Ωin (τ0)〉 . (4.50)

Then, measuring the expectation value

〈result| O (τ0) |result〉 , (4.51)

is a standard problem in quantum computation. Since we already know the operator

O(τ0), we could do a probabilistic calculation using the post-selection experiment. The

method is statistical, and the total cost we need to perform should scale at most

polynomially in 1/error.

We wish to make the following comments.

• It might be interesting to look at operators beyond simply curvature perturba-

tions and non-Gaussianities. For instance, we might consider measuring tensor

perturbations, other operators like energies or stress tensors in inflationary per-

turbation theory, or studying the nature of the interacting vacuum by checking

the assumptions in the in-in formalism calculation in perturbative field theory.

• The algorithm about the post-selection that we have mentioned here is statistical

and probabilistic. One might consider some other algorithms which are determin-

istic. For instance, we could consider the quantum signal processing algorithm

discussed in [101]. Those algorithms might demand extra effort about block en-

coding and qubitization, and demand some oracles to perform selections. We

leave those developments applying to cosmology in future research.
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4.10 Errors, de Sitter trees, and loops

Here we make a brief analysis of the error induced from the finite lattice to approximate

the continuum.

From the standard quantum field theory argument, the lattice effect will result in

equivalently a series of irrelevant operators in the Lagrangian, which are suppressed by

the lattice spacing. The leading irrelevant operators preserving shift symmetry are at

least dimension six, so the leading corrections should be ζ̇3 or ζ̇(∂iζ)2. Thus, the lattice

effect will induce an error in non-Gaussianity scaling as O(b2). Those corrections are

at tree level. Note that, those corrections are nothing but adding a small perturbative

piece of couplings into the original interaction (which could be non-perturbative in

principle), which completely makes sense because we are assuming the interaction of

the general single-field inflation.

Corrections from a finite b towards the two-point function should appear at the

one-loop order, scaling as b4. The analysis and the diagram are the same as the case in

3, although the motivation is completely different from the previous discussion. Now,

taking the interaction ζ̇3 as an example, we could borrow the result from [54] about

this one-loop diagram using the language of the effective field theory of inflation. Using

our notation, we start from the interaction

S = b2

∫
d3xdt× κa3ζ̇

3
. (4.52)

Here κ is a dimensionful coupling. The result of the one-loop correction to the two-point

function of the curvature perturbation in the momentum space should scale as

one loop correction ∼ b4κ2H14

Ḣ4

1

k3
× log (Hb) . (4.53)

The paper [54] claims that the result is consistent from both the cutoff and the dimen-

sional regularization. In principle, one could use those one-loop formulas to control the

systematic error produced by lattice regularization.
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5 Final remarks

In this paper, we present a complete analysis of the generalized Jordan-Lee-Preskill

algorithm for inflationary spacetime. The algorithm contains the encoding analysis,

initial state preparation, adiabatic state preparation, time evolution during inflation,

and the measurement. We compute the time cost of the algorithm and argue that the

complexity is polynomial in system size for quantum devices, sharpening the statement

of the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis. The analysis includes various tech-

niques from high energy physics to quantum information. We also make suggestions

on the physical questions we could answer when running the algorithm in the quantum

computer.

In this section, we will make further suggestions and comments on the future di-

rections related to this paper.

5.1 Improvement of the algorithm

About the algorithm itself, there are still rooms for future improvement. We point out

some of them as the following.

• About the encoding treatment, in this paper, we are working on the field basis

at the initial time τ0 and using the HKLL-type formula to encode the field and

the field momentum at a general time τ . However, it might be useful to explore

the possibility of other bases. For instance, one could consider encoding the

field from τend and evolving it back. If one could realize the treatment, it might

be more convenient to bound the field fluctuations since we have the late-time

experimental data about the curvature perturbation. Furthermore, one could

also consider encode the Hamiltonian in the momentum basis or in the harmonic

oscillator basis, as we have discussed before.

• About the Jordan-Lee-Preskill bound from EFT, in this paper, we make some

analysis of the curvature perturbation and the field momentum perturbation using

some knowledge from cosmology. It might be better to improve those bounds by

taking more physics into considerations. For instance, in some specific models,

those fluctuations might have better theoretical control. Moreover, it might be

interesting to explore the phase diagram of couplings we have mentioned, in the

general single-field inflation or some other models.

• About the adiabatic state preparation, we discuss an algorithm here to filter

out the degeneracy of zero-momentum diagonal modes, projecting towards the

ground state. It might be interesting to make a more detailed analysis of how the
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error would scale during this process, both in the case of the free theory and the

interacting theory with small couplings. It will also be helpful if we could explore

the mass gap depending on couplings analytically or numerically. Those research

might demand some help from the near-term quantum device. It might also be

helpful to try some other algorithms in the adiabatic state preparation process,

for instance, the Wan-Kim algorithm proposed recently in [102].

• About the Trotter evolution, in this paper, we mainly discuss some estimations,

mostly focusing on the time dependence of the Hamiltonian. It might be helpful

to make a more detailed analysis of all other parameters, for instance, the value

of couplings, and some exact computations on the Trotter error numerically or

analytically.

• About the measurement and the representation of the Hamiltonian, it might be

helpful to discuss some improvements of the algorithm using methods with oracle

constructions, for instance, quantum signal processing. Those might be associated

with other methods to represent the Hamiltonian, for instance, qubitization. See

[75] for a review about them.

5.2 The quantum Church-Turing Thesis

Here we make some comments about the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis.

The quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis is a claim about the capacity of quantum

computation to simulate our real world. It claims that all physical process happening in

the real universe, could be computed efficiently using the model of the quantum Turing

machine or the quantum circuit. Namely, the thesis is claiming about the efficiency

of simulation. As we all know, the cost scaling polynomially with the system size will

satisfy computer scientists, while the cost scaling exponentially with the system size

will be disappointing.

However, it might be challenging when we suggest an implementation of the quantum-

extended Church-Turing Thesis in general relativity. As we all know, the theory of gen-

eral relativity has the ambiguity of defining space and time, but quantum mechanics or

quantum computation require the definition of time to be specific. More precisely, if the

time cost represented in one coordinate suggests that the complexity is polynomial, it

might be exponential in some other time coordinates. So the statement of the quantum-

extended Church-Turing Thesis seems requiring a covariant definition if we believe that

the low energy effective description of general relativity and the fundamental existence

of time.

In general, the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis is widely believed to be

correct, although we cannot really prove the statement. It will be very interesting if
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someone could prove it in some general assumptions, and it will also be interesting if

someone could find some cases where the claim is violated. Furthermore, we could imag-

ine that the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis could even serve as a swampland

criterion in the landscape of theories: if we find in some models, the quantum-extended

Church-Turing Thesis is violated, then the model might be unphysical or the opera-

tion corresponding to the time cost might be not allowed. Otherwise, we may accept

that the model of the quantum Turing machine may not be universal and powerful

enough, and we might consider using some other physical process to perform quantum

computation.

Our analysis of Trotter simulation could potentially provide evidence for interpret-

ing the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis as a swampland criterion, in terms

of a potential connection with the Distance Conjecture (DC) [103] and the Trans-

Planckian Censorship Conjecture (TCC) [104], which are known as swampland criteria

in the literature. More precisely, according to eq. (4.49), the resource demand by the

Trotter simulation of inflation approximately grows exponentially in e-folding number,

indicating the failure of the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis for a large enough

e-folding number. Indeed, both the DC and the TCC can be written in terms of the

bounds on the e-folding number, see, e.g., [104, 105]

DC: ∆φ ∼
√

2εN < O(1) ,

TCC: eN <
1

Hend

. (5.1)

Current research suggests further issues about the quantum-extended Church-

Turing Thesis in gravity. First, general relativity could seemingly bring us the am-

biguity about the efficiency, but also the computability of the Turing machine in clas-

sical or quantum computation. A typical experiment of this type is named by Mala-

ment and Hogarth [106], suggesting that general relativity is able to solve the Halting

Problem (see some comments in Appendix A, and there is also a related discussion

about computability and the gravitational path integral [107]). Furthermore, there are

recent discussions about the quantum-extended Church-Turing and the holographic

correspondence: we know that the entanglement entropy and the complexity in the

boundary CFT should be generically computationally hard to evaluate, but in the dual

side, the area and the volume in gravity seem to be computationally easy. The puzzle

brings other further questions about the nature of holographic correspondence and the

quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis in quantum gravity (see [108–112]).

Here, we wish to point out that our calculations might provide a concrete framework

to address the quantum-extended Church-Turing Thesis in the curved spacetime. In
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our work, we argue that the time cost should be polynomial when we are using the

conformal coordinate. But how about the physical time coordinate? How about mixing

space and time? One could try to proceed with a similar analysis following our paper.

One could also try to generalize our discussions in other spacetime, like quantum field

theories in pure AdS or black hole backgrounds.

5.3 The role of constants in the Trotter algorithm

Here we wish to point out another perspective in our Trotter simulation. Usually,

the Trotter constant appearing in the commutator terms may not be that important,

especially when the Hamiltonian is time-independent. However, the constant αcom

appearing in our calculation is time-dependent during inflation. Here, the constant has

clear physical meanings, carrying the geometric factor for the inflationary spacetime.

Here we wish to point out that the Trotter constant might be interesting physically

in other circumstances, and it might be interesting to point out the physical meaning

of the product formula. For instance, we know that the chaotic Hamiltonian might be

harder to simulate comparing to the integrable Hamiltonian based on the intuition of

the butterfly effect. Thus, the hardness of quantum simulation based on chaos might be

shown in the Trotter commutators. If one could explicitly show some quantitative con-

nections between the commutators in the Trotter formula and the out-of-time-ordered

correlators, it will be interesting for a possible physical understanding of our quan-

tum simulation algorithms. This might also be related to the recent discussions about

improvements of the Trotter simulation algorithm using randomness techniques (see

[113–116]).

5.4 Verifying statements in quantum field theories

In our paper, we point out another issue regarding the value of quantum simulation.

As we know, quantum field theories are hard to study, especially when the theories are

strongly coupled. Sometimes, the arguments we made are physically intuitive but may

not be completely rigorous that could satisfy mathematicians and computer scientists.

Thus, we claim that quantum computation, if making our field theory problems exactly

verifiable and numerically achievable, might provide us new venues to test and clarify

our physical claims in quantum field theory. We believe that our example of the in-in

formalism and the interacting vacua is not unique. The future computational power

provided by quantum devices might force us to make everything clear and bound the

error we make about our physical arguments. For instance, some claims in quantum

field theories about duality, from AdS/CFT to duality webs applied to high energy

physics and condensed-matter theory recently, might be checked and verified in some

similar ways.
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5.5 Quantum gravity in the lab: analog and near-term simulation

Our paper could be regarded as simulating a certain category of quantum gravitational

theory in the digital quantum computer. There are some similar works recently about

the quantum simulation of other perspectives of quantum gravitational theories, mostly

related to AdS/CFT and black hole physics. For instance, the celebrated Sachdev-Ye-

Kitaev (SYK) model and some related quantum gravity effects are considered to be

simulated in the analog platforms [117–120] (see also digital simulations in [121–123],

and also some early papers about analog simulation of cosmic inflation [124, 125]).

Thus, it might be interesting to consider those analog platforms in the cosmological

setup (see [42, 126]). For the quantum simulation in the near-term devices, it might be

interesting to explore perspectives about variational quantum simulation, and hybrid

quantum-classical algorithms making use of classical knowledge, for instance, the matrix

product state [127].

5.6 Multi-field inflation and dS conjecture

In this work, we discuss the simulation of single field inflation models of the early

universe. The above calculations could be naturally done in the multi-field case. One

application of those calculations could exam dS conjectures discussed in the recent

literature.

Single-field inflation model is considered to be possibly violating the dS conjectures

[105]. dS conjecture argues that scalar field theory consistent with quantum gravity

has to satisfy the following criterion,

|∂φ̄V | ≥ cV , (5.2)

where c represents an O(1) constant. For single field inflation, as we can observe in

eq. (2.11), this swampland criterion then implies

ε ∼ εV ≥
1

2
c2 , (5.3)

which is in tension with the slow roll condition ε� 1.

However, it is claimed that the dS conjecture does not exclude all inflationary

models, e.g., it turns out that the multi-field inflation can survive [128]. We expect

the algorithm in this work can be extended to multi-field inflation and then test dS

conjecture by simulating the physical process. For example, it is shown that when the

angular velocity Ω of inflation trajectory in multi-field space is nearly a constant, heavy

modes σ orthogonal to inflation trajectory can be integrated out, and the resulting

model can be effectively described by eq. (2.12) supplemented with further interaction
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terms [129–131], where the sound speed cs encodes the details of additional heavy

modes

cs = (1 +
4Ω2

M2
σ

)−
1
2 . (5.4)

Thus most of our algorithm and our analysis of complexity should still be applicable,

except that we have to modify the interaction terms that may alter the details of

evolution. On the other hand, this model does not necessarily violate the dS conjecture,

because now we have

ε = εV (1 +
Ω2

9H2
)−1 ≥ c2

2
(1 +

Ω2

9H2
)−1 . (5.5)

Large enough Ω can then rescue the slow roll condition, and the lower bound is given

in [128]
Ω

H
≥ 3
(
(
cN

∆
)2 − 1

) 1
2 , (5.6)

where ∆ is O(1) constant associated with the DC. This bound will be important if

one aims to simulate such multi-field inflation without violating the dS conjecture. A

successful simulation requires a delicate balance between the appropriate input of Ω

and Trotter gates eq. (4.49) when using specific e-folding number N .

5.7 Other phases of cosmology

It might also be interesting to extend this work to other phases of cosmology. For

instance, there are paradigms in the early universe as alternatives of inflation (see, for

instance, [132–134]). Several proposals, for instance, the ekpyrotic universe proposal

in [134] contains brane configurations in string theory, are related to non-perturbative

physics. Furthermore, as is mentioned before, it might be interesting to validate the in-

in computations of correlation functions in those spacetime backgrounds using quantum

devices.

It will also be interesting to look at other cosmic eras. For instance, one might con-

sider cosmic reheating (see Appendix B) and electroweak phase transition in the early

universe, where those eras are closely related to strongly-coupled physics in quantum

field theory, and are also observationally relevant [135, 136].

It is also important to extend the simulation algorithm in the current paper to

quantum field theory living in FLRW universes arising from time-dependent compacti-

fication of string theory [137, 138]. Simulating these FLRW spacetimes may shed light

on resolving the inconsistency between inflation scenario and dS conjecture [139].
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5.8 Holographic scattering, sub-AdS locality, and the computational com-

plexity of AdS/CFT

Another possibility of generalizing the current work is to look at scattering experiments

in AdS. Specifically, one could prepare similar states made by mode functions in the

AdS spacetime backgrounds. A typical example we might consider is the holographic

scattering experiments, where we start from wave packets prepared near the boundary

and shoot them into the bulk. Correlation functions might be computed by tree-level

Witten diagrams semiclassically, or the dual correlation functions in the boundary CFT.

When turning on the coupling, we might receive loop corrections. There are several

confusions and discussions regarding this process that are related to the concept of

locality beyond the semiclassical theory at the sub-AdS scale [57–64]. Those processes

are well-motivated to study when we have the computational power from quantum

devices.

When simulating the above theories in the quantum computer, one should firstly

discretize the theory in the lattice. Some triangulation procedures might be needed for

us to write a lattice theory in some AdS coordinates. Furthermore, one has to resolve

similar problems, for instance, the encoding process, in order to generalize the Jordan-

Lee-Preskill algorithm in the AdS spacetime. In the dual side, one has to construct

a complete algorithm in order to estimate some correlation functions in the boundary

CFT, which might be made by some critical points of spin chains.

This problem is also helpful for the conceptual problem we mentioned before about

the quantum Church-Turing Thesis. Naively, if we have the boundary large-N CFT

that is nearly a generalized free theory, the dual theory is nearly a free particle prop-

agating in the pure AdS. In this setup, both sides should be computationally easy to

simulate, although it might be interesting still to concretely come up with some al-

gorithms. However, the situation might be changed if we include a black hole in the

AdS background, and the dual theory has some higher energy states describing black

hole microstates. We feel that this is a concrete setting to check the computational

complexity of the AdS/CFT correspondence in the original sense of Witten [140]. If we

could really find there are processes here that are computationally hard, it might be an

indication that the quantum-extended Church Turing Thesis is violated. Furthermore,

in this concrete setting, one might be able to verify the statement made by Susskind

[110]. Digging this problem deeper, we might find some relations between the simula-

tion problem and some fundamental aspects of holography and quantum information

theory, for instance, pseudorandomness [111] and quantum entanglement [98].
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5.9 Other generalizations and further open problems

Here we propose some further generalizations of our work.

• It might be interesting to study the complexity class of the problems in cosmic

perturbation theory. For instance, one could try to identify the complexity class

of the computational tasks presented in this paper in a more rigorous way, similar

to the study in [51]. More precisely, we wish to prove that the cosmic perturbation

theory is BQP-complete rigorously in the quantum information language.

• It might be interesting to make a full investigation on the commutators appearing

in the Trotter formula and precisely compute the Trotter constant, even for the

quantum field theories in the flat space, for instance, the λφ4 theory or even the

free theory. It is also interesting to study the physical implications of the Trotter

formula in the continuum limit.

• It might be interesting to relate the discussions about quantum simulation in the

bulk of the de Sitter space to the future time slice τend, namely, the “boundary”.

Those discussions are potentially related to some proposals of realizing de Sitter

space in a dual theory, for instance, the dS/CFT correspondence and some other

proposals [37–39, 41–44].

• It might be interesting to investigate further about swampland conjectures that

have been recently discussed (see, for instance, [104, 139, 141, 142]). Although we

are focusing on the effective field theory point of view in this paper, we expect that

one day, one could construct quantum algorithms from the ultraviolet perspective

and investigate further about those conjectures, besides the swampland criterion

about the Church-Turing Thesis condition that has been discussed before.
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A Comments on computation and quantum gravity

In this section, we make some brief discussions about computation and quantum grav-

ity. There are several historical comments that are related to this topic, for instance,

insightful discussions in [143].

As we mentioned before, the concept of computation is naturally associated with

the definition of time, which requires more consideration when we mix the definition

of time and space in the theory of relativity. In fact, if we consider this problem in

special relativity, we could boost the observer, and the computation might get some

speedups in the observer’s inertial frame. However, it requires extra energy to perform

the boost. Thus, in terms of special relativity, it seems that we have to consider the

computational resource by merging the time cost and the energy cost together, which is

suggested, in a sense, by the Bekenstein bound [144], which relates energy and entropy

[143]. How is this related to cosmic inflation, where we are simulating the spacetime

where the energy is not conserved and even a free lunch during the cosmic expansion

in this paper?

More weirdness might appear when we consider the theory of general relativity.

Taking the boost example mentioned before, one could boost the particle drastically

near the horizon of a black hole. Moreover, we could even construct spacetimes where

one could see some entire worldlines by traveling a finite amount of time in the inertial

frame. This is so-called the Malament-Hogarth spacetime [106]. In the general relativity

language, it means that there exist a past-extendible time-like curve and a point (event),

such that the curve itself is infinitely long, but the curve is part of the time-like past

of the point. One could construct such events in the Kerr or AdS spacetimes. Thus

they could be Malament-Hogarth (see [145]). In the Malament-Hogarth spacetime, one

could even solve the Halting Problem.

When facing the above weirdness in general relativity, a natural argument is to

admit that we have to use quantum gravity when defining those computational tasks.

The construction of infinite boosts in general relativity requires the Trans-Planckian

statement, where we have to discuss short-distance physics that are smaller than the

Planck length. Thus, it is expected that the Malament-Hogarth construction is not

physical, and the quantum gravitational backreactions will prevent it from happening.

Some related questions are addressed by [107, 112, 146] on the black hole physics, or

the gravitational path integral.

However, before a full equipment of quantum gravity theories, we could make some

“temporary choices” when we are simulating some specific theories,

• We could make some specific choices on time coordinates before studying how

covariant the system is. For instance, we choose conformal coordinates in this
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paper. Some similar coordinates include the Poincare coordinates in AdS, or

the boundary coordinates in the asymptotically flat spacetime (for instance, the

Schwarzschild black hole in the asymptotically flat background). Those coor-

dinates are not that different from the flat space coordinates in the sense that

we could take some “limits” or conformal transformations. One could consider

constructing algorithms to simulate dynamics in those spacetimes at the starting

point.

• We could focus on some well-defined tasks in quantum many-body systems and

quantum field theories. For instance, we could temporarily forget how special

relativity is emergent from some quantum many-body systems, and just pick

some time slices equipped with some well-defined quantum physics machinery.

The freedom of temporary choices we could make does not mean that we will stop

thinking about improvements to the framework. We feel that in the future, the following

research directions will be valuable.

• Starting from continuum physics, we could think about boosting particles or

changing coordinates in some specific systems. For instance, the Rindler trans-

formation in the flat space or the black hole, or transforming from the conformal

coordinate to the physical coordinate in cosmology. Moreover, in some models

with weakly coupled gravity, we could compute the perturbative correction from

quantum gravity to see if it could change the answer, to make the backreaction

story we discuss before more precise.

• Starting from discrete physics, we could think about how the light cone is emer-

gent from many-body systems, and how it could be related to quantum com-

plexity. To do this, we might consider spin models with a second-order phase

transition as a starting point. We could somehow redefine the computational re-

source by concerning the energy costs. This might be related to the applications

of quantum information theory in thermodynamics and resource theories (see a

review in [147]).
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B Comments on quantum simulation of cosmic reheating

The result presented in this paper is about cosmic inflation, but many techniques intro-

duced in this paper could be directly applied to another problem in cosmology: cosmic

reheating. Unlike cosmic inflation, the reheating process is naturally strongly-coupled.

Thus, it is challenging to formulate some exact quantum field theory statements an-

alytically in the reheating process, naturally motivating us to think about numerical

investigations and possible computational speedup using quantum devices (see some

references in cosmic reheating [23–28]). The digital quantum simulation of cosmic re-

heating might deserve another lengthy paper to investigate. Here, we only point out

our idea and leave this possibility for future research.

Inflation is a super “cool” process where the universe is expanding with a very low

temperature. At the end of inflation, inflaton condensates will decay to other particles.

This process (preheating) is claimed to be violent and far from equilibrium, associated

with non-perturbative phenomena, such as stochastic resonances. Finally, the universe

will thermalize (reheating), setting up the scenario for big-bang nucleosynthesis. The

process might also be associated with cosmological observations, such as CMB asso-

ciated with observations of inflation, gravitational waves, magnetic fields, and baryon

asymmetry.

Due to the non-perturbative nature of the (p)reheating process, it is challenging

to make predictions only relying on perturbative analysis in quantum field theories.

Several lattice simulation has been investigated to explore the process, although a

full calculation in the setup of quantum field theory in the curved spacetime with a

complete description in the Hilbert space is still in development [148]. Thus, we are

facing a situation similar to the lattice gauge theory in the flat space: we might require

quantum devices for our future computation to make reliable predictions. As a result,

it is well-motivated to study cosmic reheating using quantum computers.

For instance, a typical model in the early study of reheating [23] is to consider the

following couplings between the inflaton and the matter fields

S =

∫
d3xdt

√
−g
(
−σφχ2 − hφψ̄ψ

)
. (B.1)

Here χ and ψ are scalar and fermionic decay products with the couplings σ and h.

Simple perturbative analysis shows that the decay rate is given by

Γφ→χχ = O(
σ2

m
) , Γφ→ψ̄ψ = O(h2m) , (B.2)

where m is associated with the inflationary potential V = m2φ2/2. Using those formu-

las, one could study how matter contents are generated and estimate the temperature
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based on the above perturbative analysis. However, the analysis could only be trusted

in a heuristic sense: the nature of the process is highly non-perturbative, and we cannot

use perturbative quantum field theory techniques at tree level. Thus, a simple exper-

iment we could start is to simulate the above process with large couplings using the

digital quantum device.

The situation here is more similar to the original Jordan-Lee-Preskill setup, merging

with our methods in the curved spacetime. The background scale factor should be

different, so the mode functions are different in this process. But the quantizations of

fields in the free theory are very similar. We could start from the free theory wave packet

states of the inflaton and adiabatically turn on the interaction. Finally, we measure

the decay rate of particles by evolving the state and do a similar post-selection.

The generalization from our algorithm to the above (p)reheating model should be

straightforward, except now we have to encode the solution of fermions. In the flat

space, it is challenging also to encode fermion fields in higher dimensions. In [50], an

algorithm about encoding fermions in 1+1 dimensions is established with the Bravyi-

Kitaev and the Jordan-Wigner transformations. However, in the Trotter simulation,

if the Hamiltonian is non-local after encoding (which is the situation of the naive

Bravyi-Kitaev or Jordan-Wigner transformations), we do not have a good scaling in

complexity (see [94] for a conclusion about k-local interactions). However, we are lucky

to have other algorithms which could maintain locality (for instance, see the “Superfast

simulation of fermions” in Bravyi-Kitaev [149], or [150–152]), suggesting novel ways of

ordering, which preserves the locality in the bosonization process. This encoding should

be not only useful for studying reheating, but also useful for fermionic quantum field

theory simulations using quantum devices in the flat space. In the curved spacetime,

several details, for instance, the spin connection in the lattice, need to be figured out.

Furthermore, it might also be interesting to try analog simulations for cosmic reheating

[153].
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